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PERMANENT MISSION OF THE

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

ME10/1078 • February 12, 1979

Excellency:

As Chairman of the Arab Group for the month of
February, 1979, I wish on behalf of the Group, to enclose
the article that appeared in the Washington Post of
February 9, 1979 titled "Allegations of Israeli Torture
Contain Grisly Descriptions".

I shall appreciate very much the circulation
of this letter and the enclosed article as a document
of the General Assembly and the Security Council under
the item entitled "Report of the Special Committee to
Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights
of the Population of the Occupied Territories".

Please accept Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

/-/. /v̂ /Vi-—-t—'V-

Hazem Nuseibeh
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

II. E. Dr. Kurt Wuldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017
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The Washington Post
February 7, 1979

ALLEGATIONS OF ISRAELI TORTURE CONTAIN
GRISLY DESCRIPTIONS

by Edward Cody
Washington Post Staff Writers

Chicago, Feb. 6 -- Elias believes he understands

just what the State Department means in the 1979 human rights

report by "instances of mistreatment."

He says he learned all about it during a month of

questioning, beating and torture by Israeli interrogators on

the occupied West Bank.

Israeli insists that brutality by interrogators is

forbidden by Israeli law and that and violations are punished.

Elias disagrees.

The ways he tells it, his education on the subject

began when three Israeli security officers, backed up by

armored cars and soldiers in the street, entered his family's

house about 1:00 a.m. one day, tied his hands behind his back,

threw him face down in the rear of a Land Rover and drove

him off to prison.

It ended, he says, about 30 days later — after a

bottle was shoved up his anus twice; after he was twice hung

naked in the "meat locker," his feet off the floor and his

hands tied to steel hooks in the wall, while interrogators

beat him on the back, legs and genitals or squeezed his

testicles; after, finally, he broke and confessed to what
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the interrogators wanted, "Just to be able to stand my

body."

"Man is only flesh and blood," he said in an inter-

view here, then turned away his eyes with a short, nervous

laugh. "I told them what they wanted."

Elias1 treatment at the hands of Israeli inter-

rogators is one of 29 such cases in Jerusalem and the

occupied West Bank that make up the body of two classified

cables from the U.S. consulate in Jerusalem reporting to

the State Department the possibility that Arab political

prisoners are brutalized as a systematic practice by Israeli

security officers trying to extract confessions.

The reports constitute a new entry into the long

controversy over Israeli conduct in the occupied territories.

Arab charges of brutality — and Isreali denials — have

been part of the bitter Middle East debate since Israeli

forces seized control of the territory from Jordan in the

1967 war.

But the two cables from Jerusalem — the first last

May, the second last November — were the first official U.S.

diplomatic reporting raising the possibility of systematic

mistreatment.

Israel always has been extremely sensitive to

the charges, particularly in light of the nation's genesis

as.a refuge for Jews fleeing the atrocities of Nazi Germany

in World War II. A series by The London Sunday Times'

insight team in 1977 charging that Palestinians were being

tortured drew indignant denials from Israeli spokesmen, who

charge the British reporters with violating journalist

ethics.
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Three Palestinians Sought Out

'Elias is one of three Palestinians recently immi-

grated to the Chicago area who were sought out to provide

independent confirmation of what was said about them in the

diplomatic cables. Two of the three had served time after

conviction of membership in Palestinian organizations for-

bidden by Israeli law, and the third served five weeks'

administrative detention on similar charges. In separate

lengthy conversations, they repeated the stories they had

told U.S. consular officer Alexandra U. Johnson in Jerusalem,

adding details as they were pressed for specifics, but in-

sisting that the charges against them were untrue.

All are identified by nicknames or abbreviated

versions of their names because of their fears that rela-

tives still in Jerusalem or the West Bank could suffer

reprisals.

Elias, 28, remembers getting a swift introduction

to what lay before him hours after his arrival in April

1974 at the interrogation center in Hebron, a West Bank

town about 18 miles south of Jerusalem.

An Israeli interrogator, speaking fluent Arabic,

began pummeling him on the chest and back, he said, then

put a matchstick on the table and asked him what it was.

"I said, this is a matchstick,1' Elias recalled.

"Pie said, 'No it's a tank.' I said no, it was a match.

But he hit me and said, 'No! It's a tank.1"

After a month of brutality and degradation, about

half of it spent in a 3~by-6-foot steel isolation box,

whose only opening was a Judas window in the door, Elias

says, he was no longer insisting that the match was not
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a tank. He says that by then he was telling the interro-

gators whatever they wanted to hear: the matchstick was a

tank. He belonged to an illegal Palestinian organization.

He distributed brochures attacking Israel. He trained in

the use of explosives.

Between his initial resistance and the ultimate

breakdown, Elias says, came about 15 interrogation sessions

during which he was beaten on the genitals, two in which the

bottle was inserted, two in which he was dangled in the

"meat locker", two hours the first time and about three the

second, and one in which he was doused with cold water and

left to shiver in the isolation box he and fellow prisoners

called the "cage".

One session, he says, included a threat that Israeli

security officers would bring his unmarried sister to the

prison. Another included a one-day trip to a different

interrogation center, where he says he was thrown onto a

floor covered with sharp protrusions that left his body in

pain.

A third was capped by his being enclosed in the

cage with another prisoner who told him he had just returned

from electric shock treatment.

"I held him on the bottom of the cage", Elias said,

again laughing nervously. "He couldn't stop his legs from

shuddering."

In Elias' view, the abuse he suffered was standard

procedure for Palestinians arrested for political or terro-

rist activity against Israel's 12-year-old military occupa-

tion of the West Bank.
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Two Weeks of Interrogation

Abu Raad, a 22-year-old Jerusalem!te, says he still

suffers stomach pains, digestion trouble and cramps in his

right leg because of what xvas done to him during two weeks

of interrogation, most of it in room No. 6 at Jerusalem's

Russian Compound, a former Russian Orthodox pilgrimate

center used by the Israeli Government.

His ordeal, he says, began in April 1975 when Israeli

security officers in civilian clothes beat on the doors and

windows of his family home about 2:00 a.m. waking the dozen

people who lived there, and led him away blindfolded after

searching the house.

At the compound interrogation center — "room No. 6 -

that is the worst" -- Abu Raad recalls that several interro-

gators began asking him about membership in Palestinian

guerilla groups, arms possession and training, participation

in terrorist operations such as attacks on Israeli patrols.

"They said some friends had accused me," he related

in a conversation at the home of the brother with whom he

lives since arriving in the United States. "He said take off

your clothes. I took off my shirt. Not enough. I took off

everything. So they spent some time mocking me. Then they

began hitting me, and hitting me on the testicles."

That was the first of many such sessions, he said,

sometimes at the rate of eight a day, and at other times

once every few days.

. His interrogators adopted Arab or American nick-

names, he said: Abu Abd, who looked like an Iraqi; Abu

Jamil, who looked like he may have been Moroccan; Johnny,

a compact muscular European.
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He remembers Abu Abd most, he says, for the time

he pulled a rubber-covered steel cable about a foot long

out of a drawer and beat him on the stomach until blood

dripped out of his mouth. He remembers Abu Jamil most,

he says, for reaching between his legs from behind and

squeezing his testicles. Johnny and the others, he says,

mostly just beat on his ears, temples and body with the

heels of their hands while shouting "confess, confess,"

One interrogator, who had not been involved in

previous grillings, said he needed a confession because "I

want a star," Abu Raad said, while others stripped him,

propped him against a wall in the frisk pose and beat his

legs and genitals from behind with a stave until he fell to

the ground, his right leg trembling uncontrollably.

"It was raining, I remember" he said. They took me

outside to make me use my leg."

Files on the Whole Family

Questions also involved activities and whereabouts

of family and friends. "They establish files on the whole

fmaily," said Abu Raad, whose brother also has been impri-

soned. "They ask who's your brother, who's your sister.

They write down your whole life."

Treatment improved for the second two weeks of his

interrogation, abu Raad said. By that time he had confessed

to membership in Fatah, the largest guerilla group in Yasser

Arafat's Beirut-based Palestine Liberation Organization.

"I was finished," he said.

Samih, a 1973 graduate of the American University

of Beirut, also got to know Abu Abd, Johnny and Abu Jamil.
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• He was arrested in April 1976 and taken to the Russian

Compound for, interrogation on charges that he belonged

to the Popular Democratic Front for the Liberation of

Palestine, a Marxist-oriented guerilla group headed by

Nayef Hawatmeh.

On nine of the 12 days he was actively

interrogated, Smith said, he was beaten on the ears and

temples, or kicked in the genitals or beaten on the

head with the rubber-covered steel cable. On one occa-

sion, he said, he was made to stand on one leg holding

a chair for what he remembers as about 45 minutes.

Samih said his interrogators told him they

knew he belonged to the Democratic Front because they

had a photograph of him entering the group's Beirut

headquarters. In addition, he recalled, they told him

his name was on a list of Democratic Front members

discovered when Israeli commands attacked the Beirut

homes of several Palestinian leaders in 1974.

Unlike the other two, Samih did not confess.

He was held five weeks in administrative detention

after his month of interrogation. Elias was sentenced

to nine months in prison and five years probation.

Abu Raad was sentenced to a year and a half in prison.
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HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TD THE UNITED NATIONS
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January 31, 1979

Excellency: /•;/'•-•/;"" *' :"

Upon instructions from my Government, I have the
honour to enclose an article by Jonathan Kandell which
appeared in the New York Times on January 21, 1979.

The article shows another aspect of Israeli
inhumane practices against the rights of Arabs who fell
under Israeli occupation since 1948. Contrary to what the
Israeli leaders have been saying, Mr. Kandell explains the
ways and means by which Israeli leaders have made violation
of human rights in Israel and the occupied Arab territories
as their daily practice since the state of Israel was
created in Palestine.

My Government kindly requests the ̂cix£.u.lat,i>on_jO_f
this letter and the enclosed article by Mr. Kandell, as a
document of the General Assembly under item entitled: "Report
of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices
Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied
Territories."

With the assurances of my highest esteem and
consideration.

Minister
Charge d'

>t*t#iÂ J
ammoh

ipotentiary
faires, a.i.

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, N.Y. 10017



The New York Times
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ISRAELI BARS RETURN TO 2 ARAB VILLAGES

Residents Evacuated 'Temporarily' in 1948
War -- Security Cited in Rebuff of Many Pleas

• by

Jonathan Kandell

Special to the New York Times --

JERSUALEM, Jan. 20 -- With the attention of Israelis

focused on the raid into southern Lebanon, on Palestinian

bomb explosions in Jerusalem and on another American effort

to revive the flagging Middle East peace talks, the Government

quietly disclosed this week that it had no intention o.f per-

mitting the return of Arab villagers to two small northern

communities they were forced to leave 30 years ago.

The villages -- Berem and Ikrit in the Upper Galilee -•

have caused a sense of guilt in the national conscience for

much of the last three decades.

The case has become even more poignant in recent

months because the 2,000 villagers involved are Maronite
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Christians. Israel has formed a close alliance with Lebanese

Maronite Christian militia forces a few miles across the bor-

der in a common struggle against Palestinian guerillas.

A 'Temporary' Evacuation

Unlike hundreds of other Arab communities that were

uprooted during the 1948 war, in Berem and Ikrit the residents

did not fight the Israelis nor did they flee the country. They

were told by Israeli troops to evacuate their two villages tem-

porarily and were assured they could return when the fighting

ended.

This, at any rate, was the conclusion of the Israeli

Supreme Court, which ruled in favor of the Berem and Ikrit

villagers in 1952. The military then intervened and said the

villagers could not return for "security reasons." These have

never been clearly spelled out.

Before Menachem Begin was elected Prime Minister in

1977, he told the villagers he would do all he could to aid

their return. After coming to office, he reportedly told

close associates that of all the campaign promises he made, the

commitment to the Berem and Ikrit Maronites embarrasses him

most nowadays.
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A Special Committee for Issue

More than a year and a half ago, the Prime Minister

appointed a special Cabinet committee to study the issue and

said he would accept its recommendation.

Two days ago, Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon in-

advertently divulged to Parliament that the Cabinet committee

decided four months ago to oppose the return of the villagers.

He did not indicate why the decision had not been made public.

In the committee, two ministers voted against the

villagers, one voted in favor, and one abstained. A fifth,

Gideon Patt, who is the Minister of Housing, did not vote,

apparently because he was abroad at the time.

Mr. Patt, who was known as a supporter of the villagers'

demands, exploded when Mr. Sharon made his disclosure. "The

decision was apparently so secret that even I was not informed
«>

of it," he said.

Case is Expected to Drag on

Prime Minister Begin could ostensibly overrule the com-

mittee and still come out in favor of the return of the Berem

and Ikrit villagers. But it is considered more likely that he

will let the case drag on without a decision.
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Spokesman for the villagers, who noi\r live only a few

miles from their old communities, said they would continue

their public campaign to recover their properties.

"We have not lost hope," said Yosef Emtans, a member

of the villagers' committee. "We still think there is a pos-

sibility that the Government will reject the Cabinet's recom-

mendation. After all, Mr. Begin promised us."

Most of the original houses in Berem and Ikrit were

dynamited by Israeli military forces after the residents

were evacuated. Berem has been declared a national park.

And a number of Jewish settlements have gone up on former

Maronite agricultural lands.

Most Reject Compensation

All but a few of the villagers have refused Israeli

Government offers of compensation. Spokesmen for the villagers

have said they would be willing to forgo claims on properties

that have been cleared or cultivated by Jewish settlers if

the remaining lands were given back.

But neighboring Jewish settlements have strongly

opposed the return of the Maronites because they claim such

a step would open the door to demands by thousands of other

Arabs who lost properties during the 1948 war.
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Newspaper reaction has been critical of the Govern-

ment, not so much because of the merits of the Maronite claims

but because of the secretive methods used by the special

Cabinet committee handling the case.

In an editorial, The Jerusalem Post commented that

"admittedly the substantive issue is not an easy one to de-

cide," but the committee's action "has all the markings of the

Government by subterfuge that has become a hallmark of the

Begin Government."

Davar, a labor newspaper, said: "These underground

methods not only contradict the rules of democracy, they are

also inefficient, cowardly and border on the infantile."
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PERMANENT MISSION DF THE

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

January 31, 1979

Excellency:

Upon instructions from my Government, I have the
honour to enclose the statement issued by the University of
Bir Zeit in the occupied West Bank of Jordan on December 1,
1978. It shows without doubt that the Israeli occupation
authorities in the West Bank of Jordan continue to wage
their premeditated and organized plan of terrorizing and
oppressing the Arab educational community in the West Bank
of Jordan, especially the academic life of the University
of Bir Zeit. It also shows that the Israeli occupation
authorities are carrying an inquisition type of a campaign
against the University's teaching staff, its students and
its academic activities.

My Government requests Your Excellency to urge
the occupation authorities to desist and put an end to
their oppressive and terrorist practices against the Uni-
versity of Bir Zeit, its teaching staff and students.

My Government kindly requests the circulation of
this letter and the enclosed statement „of the University of
Bir Zeit as a document of the General Assembly under item
entitled "Report of the Special Committee to Investigate
Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Popu-
lation of the Occupied Territories."

With
consideration.

the assurances of my highest esteem and

Minister
Charge d'

mmoh
ipotentiary

fair es , a.i .

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017



CONFIDENTIAL JJ/PH
24 July 1978

MEETING WITH PRIME MINISTER BADRAM OF JORDAN IN AMMAN ON
19 JULY 1978 AT 113O LT

On being welcomed by the Prime Minister, Mr. Guyer
outlined the purpose of his visit to Jordan, noting that
the Secretary-General deeply regretted not being able to
come to Amman himself. This was due to the fact that the
Secretary-General had to proceed to the summit meeting of
the OAU in Khartoum, and had only made a stop-over in
Damascus, and would make another brief stop-over in Saudi
Arabia on his return from Khartoum. The Secretary-
General had been able to visit a number of countries
involved in the Middle East dispute, and would have liked
to pay a visit also to Jordan. He, Mr. Guyer, had been
requested to meet with the Prime Minister to brief him on
the discussions the Secretary-General had had with some
of the parties, and also to acquaint the Prime Minister
with the views of the Secretary-General on the present
situation in the Middle East. The Secretary-General felt
that the developments in the Middle East had remained acute
and were getting rather complicated. In that connection,
the Secretary-General would very much like to know the
position of the government of Jordan as to how best to
approach the current problems.

Prime Minister Badram expressed understanding of the
difficulty of the Secretary-General in not being able to
visit Amman himself, and stated that he was fully aware of
the deep concern of the Secretary-General in efforts to
reach a just and lasting peace in the Middle East. In any
case, he «ould like to know from Mr. Guyer the current views
of the Secretary-General.

Mr. Guyer stated that when the Secretary-General met
with President Sadat in Salzburg recently, the latter was
not hopeful about present negotiations. With specific
reference to the Leeds Castle talks, President Sadat did not
expect any break-through. However, President Sadat was
hopeful that in the event of failure of the Leeds Castle
talks, the US might come forward with its own initiative.
While the Secretary-General saw nothing wrong in the US
putting forward its own proposals, he felt that it would be
advisable for someone to make contingency plans for the
future, particularly in view of the fact that the inter-
national community was approaching many deadlines, such as
the renewal of the UNEF mandate in October. Apart from
that, the General Assembly itself would be meeting in
September, and the Middle East situation would be on the
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agenda. As part of a contingency plan, the Secretary-
General had revived his earlier proposal for a preparatory
meeting to be convened in New York involving all those
parties that were earlier invited to the Cairo Conference
last December. Accordingly, the preparatory meeting in
New York would have the full participation of all the
parties concerned, including the PLO. The Secretary-
General remained convinced that it was essential to have a
preparatory meeting before proceeding to Geneva, in order
to avert clear-cut failure there. The Co-chairmen of the
Geneva Peace Conference had been ambivalent in their atti-
tude towards a preparatory meeting; however, the Soviet
Union had indicated its preference for going directly to
Geneva rather than to a preparatory meeting in New York.
Should the preparatory meeting be convened, three working
groups, either on a geographical or a functional basis,
would be established to prepare for the reconvening of the
Geneva Peace Conference.

Prime Minister Badram reiterated his government's
gratitude to the Secretary-General for despatching Mr. Guyer
to report to his government on the present developments in
the Middle East. He recalled the fruitful exchange of
views during the last visit of the Secretary-General to
Amman in February 1977. The Prime Minister was emphatic
in stating that Jordan was not optimistic about the tri-
partite talks that were taking place at the Leeds Castle
meeting. The reason for the pessimism in -Jordan was that
there existed fundamental differences in the positions of
Egypt and Israel. Jordan had not publicly declared its
pessimism, because the US had requested it to remain silent
about its views and not to make any negative comments about
the current negotiating process. The Prime Minister
believed that the most appropriate basis for peace talks
would be tfnder UN auspices, with the participation of the
Co-Chairmen and of the parties concerned. Jordan felt
that even if the Geneva Peace Conference should fail, there
was the option of a return to the Security Council, where
the objective would be to alert the international community
to the deteriorating situation in the Middle East. Jordan
believed that there was indeed an alternative to a failure
in Geneva. The Prime Minister affirmed that during the
visit of President Sadat to Israel in November last year,
Prime Minister Begin slammed the door to peace in his
speech to the Knesset in the presence of President Sadat.
At that time Jordan became convinced that President Sadat's
initiative or any other bi-lateral talks would fail. In
any case, the bi-lateral talks between Egypt and Israel
had revealed to the entire world the intransigence of the
Israelis. Jordan was convinced that the Soviet Union
should participate in all peace efforts, as this was the
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only way to ensure productive results. In that connection,
the Prime Minister spoke favourably of the joint communique
of October 1977, which he believed should be the basis for
any new momentum for peace in the Middle East. He regretted
the abandonment of the joint communique/ which in his view
was a mistake as it would have accelerated the peace process.
Prime Minister Badram remarked that the continuation of the
bi-lateral talks which had thus far not produced any results
had led to explosive developments such as the situation in
Lebanon. It was therefore essential to reconvene the
Geneva Peace Conference, with the full participation of the
PLO as the only guarantee for success.

In light of the remarks made by Mr. Guyer, Prime Minister
Badram said he was convinced that the views of the Secretary-
General and those of his government were identical. The
Prime Minister reaffirmed Jordan's support for the Secretary-
General 's initiative to convene a preparatory committee in
New York. He maintained that Jordan would support all efforts
under the umbrella of the UN that involved the full partic-
ipation of the PLO. He also recalled that during the last
visit of the Secretary-General, Jordan had accepted the idea
of a Pan-Arab participation in reconvening the Geneva Peace
Conference.

Mr. Guyer confirmed the similarity of views of Jordan
and the Secretary-General, and went on to refer to the note
sent to the Secretary-General by the government of Jordan
regarding the transfer of UNRWA headquarters to Vienna.
Mr. Guyer emphasized that the Secretary-General had seriously
considered all aspects of the matter, but in light of a tri-
partite solution felt he could not change the decision made
by Mr. McElhiney with respect to the headquarters in Vienna.

Primê Minister Badram asked whether General Siilasvuo
could make some comments on the situation in southern Lebanon.
General Siilasvuo gave a summary of the developments in
southern Lebanon, emphasizing that UNIFIL and its Commander
had been doing a rather good job, and that normality was
returning to the area since the civilians were returning to
their homes. He, however, drew attention to the problem
that had been created because Israel had turned over the last
area it evacuated to the Christian militia instead of the
UN. He noted that the Secretary-General was making
strenuous diplomatic efforts to obtain the co-operation of
the Christian militia in order to enable UNIFIL to restore the
full authority of the government of Lebanon in the south. He
noted, also, that he was not optimistic about the results.
On being questioned about the co-operation between the PLO
and UNIFIL, General Siilasvuo confirmed that the relationship
was very good.
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The Foreign Minister, Mr. Hasan Afarahim, then gave a
detailed explanation of the actions and attitude of the
government of Jordan with respect to the transfer of UNRWA1s
headquarters to Vienna. He explained extensively the manner
in which Jordan was approached by UNRWA for facilities in
Amman, and the manner in which Jordan responded by showing
to UNRWA representatives various facilities in Amman. In
any case, it was his view that UNRWA was merely going through
the motions, and had no intention of relocating its head-
quarters in Amman, no matter what facilities were made
available by Jordan. He stressed on several points that
Jordan was not involved in the decision to transfer UNRWA
headquarters to Vienna, and did not conceal Jordan's strong
objection to that decision. He stated, however, that there
was nothing Jordan could do to change the decision.

Mr. Guyer explained that the transfer of part of
UNRWA headquarters to Vienna would in no way affect the
commitment of UNRWA or the UN towards the Palestinian
refugees. It was necessary to separate the matter of the
transfer of UNRWA headquarters to Vienna from the wider
issue of the funding of crucial programmes of UNRWA. In
previous years, the Secretary-General had been confronted with
a lack of adequate financing for these programmes, and whether
the headquarters were in Amman, Vienna or Damascus, UNRWA
would still be faced with these financial difficulties.
Mr. Guyer assured Prime Minister Badram that the Secretary-
General would continue to review the situation, and if in
future conditions should change, UNRWA headquarters could
return to the Middle East.
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PERMANENT MISSION OF THE
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TO THE UNITED NATIONS
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September 8, 1978

Exce1lency,

Upon instructions from my Government, I have
the honour to respond to the misleading, abusive and
ominous letter addressed to the Secretary-General dated
17 July 1978, in which the Israeli representative strove
to reply cavalierly to a letter dated June 19, 1978, sent
to Your Excellency by the Permanent Representative of
Qatar, on behalf of the Arab Group at the United Nations
and circulated as a document both of the General Assembly
and the Security Council (A/33/153-S/(2752)) .

The Permanent Representative of Israel, in his
letter of July 17, cunningly attempts to ridicule the
Arab Group's protest against Israel's annexationist
designs in substituting the phrase "the Judea and Samaria
districts" for the term "West Bank" which is the legal
and recognized terminology used consistently by the
General Assembly and the Security Counci-1 to connote the
area of Arab Jerusalem and the rest of the West Bank
forcibly occupied and colonized since Israel's aggres-
sion of June 5, 1967.

The Permanent Representative of Israel's refuge
in historical records merely renders his note vulnerable
to floodgates of corrective rehabi1 itiation.

The Permanent Representative of Israel's igno-
rant and malicious references to the State of Qatar are
unworthy of evoking a reply. Qatar's existence goes back
to time immemorial and, besides, references to the State
of Qatar are irrelevant in the context of the note sent
by the Arab Group protesting Israeli annexationist
policies and designs.

The Permanent Representative of Israel, in
his letter dated July 17, 1978, states that the term
'West Bank' had only been given currency since about
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1950 when as he alleges, "the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
illegally annexed the districts of Judea and Samaria which
it had acquired by force in the war of 1948".

The Permanent Representative of Israel seems
to be callously oblivious to the following facts:

First ' -- if the term 'West Bank' was given
currency only in 1950, then the term 'Israel1 was given
currency only on May 15, 1948 - and a falsified currency
for that matter.

The reason is that Israel's legal entity derives
from a General Assembly resolution 181 of November 29,
1947.

Second -- Resolution 181 never gave to Israel
the substantial territories which it had illegally and
forcibly annexed and carved out from Palestinian terri-
tories allocated for the Palestine Arab State embodied
in that very same resolution 181.

Third -- Israel is the only country in the
world whose admission to membership of the United Nations
was conditional upon its acceptance and implementation of
two United Nations resolutions:

1. Withdrawal from the Palestinian terri-
tories which Israeli armed forces had forcibly and ille-
gally occupied beyond the territories earmarked for the
proposed Israeli state. This was an imperative pre-
requisite to enable the Palestinian Arabs to set up their
own viable state over their homeland from time immemorial.

2. Israel's admission to the United Nations
was likewise conditional upon Israel's acceptance and im-
plementation of General Assembly resolution 194 of 11 De-
cember 1948, which provided for the inalienable right of
all Palestinian refugees for repatriation to their homes
and homeland as a first choice and, compensation for those
who may not wish to exercise the right.

3. The Foreign Minister of Israel gave a
pledge before the General Assembly to implement the two
aforementioned resolutions. But as soon as Israel had
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gained admission to the United Nations, it flagrantly
and unabashedly reneged on its pledge.

4. Clearly then, Israel's legal existence
as it existed betwwn 1948-1967 was illegal within the
framework, the letter and the spirit of the United Nations
resolutions.

Fourth -- The Israel letter of July 17, 1978
claims that the alleged annexation by Jordan was never
recognized internationally except by the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Pakistan.

This is refuted by the fact that when Jordan
was admitted to the United Nations in 1955, its admission
was unconditional and comprising both the East Bank and
the West Bank. The admission of the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan was adopted unanimously and without a single
vote of dissent. If this is not viewed by Israel's
representative as constituting universal international
recognition, then, what is?

Fifth -- As for the alleged forcible annexa-
tion referred to in the letter of the P-ermanent Repre-
sentative of Israel, it is so construed to mislead as
to require a reiteration of the facts as they existed
in the aftermath of 1948.

It will be recalled that even before the
British Mandate over Palestine came to an end on May
15, 1948, the Israeli forces had forcibly and by terror
occupied a substantial portion of Palestine territories
earmarked for the establishment of the proposed Palestine
Arab state, under resolution 181. The Israeli plan and
operations were targeted to achieve the conquest of the
whole of Palestine, including the whole of Jerusalem.
But for the heroic resistance of the largely unarmed
population and the intervention of contingents of Arab
troops -- after May 15, 1948 -- to stave-off an unspeak-
able massacre of the civilian population, in the pattern
of the Deer Yassin massacre, the Israelis might well have
achieved then their avowed objective.

It was within those sordid and tragic conditions
that contingents from the Jordan Army re-entered what had
remaind of truncated Arab Palestine, having withdrawn from
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the whole of Palestine in which they had been stationed
through World War II to assist the allied war effort.
The withdrawal of the Jordan Army from Palestine was
completed by May 15, 1948, in deference to the United
Nations resolutions.

Its return at the urgent pleadings of the
beleaguered civilian people, and their representatives --
the various national committees -- was an act of human
and national deliverance and was not, as the Israeli
Representative claimed "forcible and illegal occupation",

Sixth -- With a truncated remnant of the
Palestinian Arab homeland, cut-off from the outside
world save to the East and fortified by the Palestinian
people's faith and penchant for Arab unification, a
movement gathered momentum in the Eastern portions of
Arab Palestine for unity with their brethren in the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The movement culminated
in the holding of one of the freeist elections of modern
times. The duly elected Parliament adopted a historic
decision of unification between the West and East Banks
of the River Jordan, on April 24, 1950. -

Seventh -- It should be emphasized that the
act of unity stipulated specifically that the said act
of unity would in no way prejudice the restoration of
all Arab rights in Palestine, nor would it prejudice
the final settlement of their just cause. This was
categorically spelled out in Article 2 of the Act of
Unification which stated verbatum:

"Confirms the safeguarding of all the Arab
rights (in Palestine) and to defend all those
rights by all legitimate means, and with
full faith in right, and without prejudice
to the final settlement of their just cause
within the context of national aspirations,
Arab cooperation and international justice."

Eighth -- Thus came about the unity of the
West and Ea¥tBanks of the River Jordan, without pre-
judice to a just and final settlement of the Palestine
problem.
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Ninth -- Within this unity, what the Permanent
Representive of Israel calls "Judea and Samaria" were
legally known as the Governorate of Jerusalem, the Gover-
norate of Nablus and the Governorate of Hebron.

These are the United Nations legally recog-
nized names, and Israel under the Geneva Convention of
1949 would be committing a gross violation of the said
Convention if it altered their names and status under its
present regime of military occupation.

Tenth -- The Permanent Representative of
Israel has hardly added to anyone's knowledge by stating
that in Jewish history the districts were known by the .
names Judea and Samaria. What he deliberately overlooks
is that if that terminology had been in currency for a
short span of time -- some three thousand years ago --
an iota in the grandiose panorama of history, they were
known by many other names over the past seven to eight
thousand years. How would the Permanent Representative
of Israel answer if he were reminded that the whole area
was four thousand years ago known and even named by the
Israeli invaders as the "Land of Canaan"-?

And the Israel of 1948-1967 was over thousands
of years known and acknowledged by the Israelis as the
Land of the Phillistines into which the Israeli tribes
never succeeded in making any inroads or seizing an inch
of territory.

If the UNSCOP or Lord Caradon had used the
term Judea and Samaria, it was in the context of a
united mandated Palestine and before the status of the
country had been altered by the General Assembly resolu-
tion of partition, 1947.

What focal point,of history should we follow?
A parochial, self-centered subjective and cloistered
period, as the Permanent Representative of Israel suggests,
or the internationally recognized and legal terminology,
until such time as its status may be altered by an alter-
native and internationally recognized legal status.
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Eleventh --The Arab Group's protest over Israel's
illegal and unilateral alteration of the status and names
of the occupied West Bank is consonant with United Nations
resolutions and the Geneva Convention of 1949. It is a
defence of legality against usurpation, a duty which must
be firmly borne by every dedicated member-state in the
United Nations and, by corollary, its organs and executive
machinery.

The Permanent Representative of Jordan has the
honour to request that this letter be circulated as a
document of the General Assembly under item 55 of the
preliminary list, and of the Security Council.

With the assurances of my highest esteem and
consideration.

//-
Hazem Nuseibeh

Ambassador
Permanent Representative
of Jordan to the United Nations

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017
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The Charge d1Affaires, a.i. of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations presents his
compliments to His Excellency, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations and has the honour to communicate to
him the text of communication pertaining to further
Israeli action designed to put more restrictions on the
movements of the people of the occupied West Bank of
Jordan.

The Israeli military authority requested local
West Bank leaders to provide it with names and informa-
tion concerning professionals residing in and outside
the West Bank including government employees, soldiers,
officers, teachers,engineers, physicians and peoples of
other skills and trades.

The Government of Jordan wishes to express its
deep concern pertaining this move by the Israeli occupa-
tion authority for such a move is regarded to lead in
the future to prevent these persons from reaching the
West Bank by denying the issuance of visiting permits
or family reunion permits and deprive them of their
legitimate rights.

It is the earnest hope of the Permanent Mis-
sion of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the United
Nations that His Excellency, the Secretary-General will
take prompt action to ensure the cessation of the new
Israeli encroachment upon the rights of the people of
the aforementioned area.

On account of the seriousness with which my Govern-
ment views these unfolding developments, the Permanent
Mission of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the United
Nations further requests that this note and the commu-
nication from the Government of Jordan be circulated
as an official document of the General Assembly and
the Security Council,
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The Charge d'Affaires, a.i. of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations avails himself
of this opportunity to renew to His Excellency, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations the assurances
of his highest consideration.

New York, July 5, 1978

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017
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The Permanent Representative of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations presents his
compliments to His Excellency Dr. Kurt Waldheim, the
Secretary-General and has the honour to communicate to
His Excellency, upon instructions from the Jordan Govern-
ment, the text of the communication attached herewith,
pertaining to very ominous and serious encroachments by
the Israeli occupation authorities, upon historic, re-
ligious, cultural and residential new areas adjacent to
the Western Wall of Al-Haram-al-Shareef Holy Sanctuary.

Although the encroachments are still in an
incipient stage, at the location which is the subject
of this complaint, it merits the most vigilant attention
of the distinguished Secretary-General, to the extent that
it is viewed by the Government of Jordan as another
step towards an eventual Israeli take-over of the
Haram el-Shareef Holy Sanctuary itself.

In the meantime, to state the least, it
would involve changing the historical, religious,
cultural and demographic landscape of occupied Arab
Jerusalem, in flagrant violation of numerous General
Assembly, Security Council and UNESCO resolutions on
this matter.

It is the earnest hope of the Permanent
Mission of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the
United Nations that His Excellency will do everything
possible to ensure a cessation of the new Israeli
encroachments upon the historic structures and people
of those areas.

In view of the seriousness with which my
Government views these unfolding developments, the
Permanent Mission of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
to the United Nations further requests that this and
the attached Jordan Government communication, be cir-
culated as official documents of the General Assembly
and the Security Council.
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The Permanent Representative of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations
avails himself of this opportunity to renew to
His Excellency, the Secretary-General the assur-
ances of his highest consideration.

New York, February 21, 1978

His Excellency
Dr. Kurt Waldheim
United Nations Headquarters
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Following is the text of a memorandum

received by Permanent Mission of the Hashemite

Kingdom of Jordan to the United Nations from the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with instructions to

bring it to the attention of His Excellency, the

Secretary-General, Dr. Kurt Waldheim and, to exert

every possible effort at the United Nations, to bring

about a cessation of the diggings, sequestrations and

demolitions presently underway, which threaten four

Arab quarters adjacent to the Western Wall of the

Haram-el-Shareef sanctuary. The Jordan Government's

communication reads as follows:

"At a time when Zionism is pre-occupying
world public opinion with pretenses of responding
positively to the peace negotiating process, several
of its organs are engaging in an ominous and serious
infiltration operation. The aim is to create a new
Wailing Wall, which the Israelis name 'The Small
Wailing Wall.'

The operation is intended simultaneously
to establish a new religious fait accomplee, the con-
fiscation of additional Arab quarters, and involves
demolition operations — as a preliminary phase —
encompassing four Arab quarters adjacent to the
Western Wall of the Al-Haram-el-Shareef Holy Sanctuary
and, the displacement of close to 3000 (three thousand)
of their proprietors and inhabitants. This is identical
to what had befallen the Arab quarters, adjacent to
the 'Old Wailing Wall1, which started by virtue of
Islamic complacency and led eventually to the Al-
Buraq rebellion of 1929 and the Israeli claims which
followed in its aftermath. (A British Royal Commis-
sion which had intensively studied the claims and the
counterclaims then, proved conclusively that the Arab
position was juridically the right one.)
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Subsequent to the Israeli occupation of
Arab Jerusalem in 1967, the occupation authorities
confiscated five Arab quarters, demolished them and
displaced 6000 (six thousand) of its Arab Muslim
proprietors 'and residents.

The Government of Jordan have received
this week (the date of the Memorandum is January
5, 1978) reports from highly informed sources, to
the effect that the Israeli occupation authorities,
have latterly started the installation of water pipes,
in an open segment of the Western Wall of Al-Haram-al-
Shareef Holy Sanctuary, in a location known as 'Ribat
al-Kurd1, as a prelude to transforming the area to a
Jewish centre of worship.

The memorandum adds: "Ribat al-Kurd is a
cluster of historic Islamic Waqf (foundation) premises,
constructed by Muslim philanthropists in the Hijra
year 693 (1293) A.C. and registered it as an endowment
in perpetuity, to house members of the teaching facul-
ties, in adjacent religious centers of learning. It
is presently inhabited by some members of al-Shihabi
family, descendants of one of those families. The
'Ribat1 is located at one of the entrances to the
Holy Sanctuary to the West. The name of this entrance
is Bab-el-Hadeed (The Gate of Iron)."

The memorandum goes on to state: "This
Ribat has, between 1971-1976, been the object of a
series of aggressive acts of encroachment. Diggings
beneath it had reached a depth of ten meters and a width
of nine meters. In 1971, the diggings caused the de-
stabilization and near-collapse of four buildings. In
1973-74 the al-Juhariyah religious-historic school
suffered a similar fate and, in 1976, the open indoor
courtyard of the historic school collapsed."

The Government of Jordan has incessantly
complained against such acts and encroachments, when-
ever committed, to UNESCO, coupled with requests for
on-the-spot investigations and condemnations. The
Jordan Government's many complaints, had unfailingly
demanded that damaged buildings be repaired, and that
the occupation authorities be sternly warned to refrain
from continuing such illicit acts. The UNESCO had on
every occasion, in which such complaints had been made
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carried out its investigations on the spot. When the
complaints had been verified to the satisfaction of
UNESCO, such acts of aggression were invariably con-
demned, and the Israeli occupation authorities were
requested to cease their encroachments forthwith and
to repair damages incurred.

In the wake of some of those resolutions,
the Israeli occupation authorities sometimes responded
to the international will and to accommodate to its
wishes, but while doing so, they continued their pro-
vocative encroachments in other areas.

Ribat el-Kurd, al-Jawhariyah school and
contiguous buildings in the area enjoyed a respite,
in consequence of international intervention. Diggings
in that area were temporarily halted, six buildings
which had been damaged were repaired and six families
evicted earlier were enabled to live again in their
homes. The occupation authorities1 positive response
in this area proved to be a cover-up, for the continuance
of the acts of confiscation, demolition and eviction of
the residents of the five other Arab quarters adjacent
to the old 'Wailing Wall.1

The memorandum goes on to state: "Now that
the military occupation authorities had completed and
solidified their aggression, at the other western end
of the Wailing Wall, it sprung upon us its preliminary
steps at the other end, with a view to completing its
expansionist designs, whose clear purpose is to expose
naked the remaining segments of the Western Wall of Al-
Haram-al-Shareef Holy Sanctuary, by demolishing build-
ings and evicting their residents. This is being per-
petrated on the false assumption that the entire
Western Wall of Al-Haram-al-Shareef is an extension
of the Wailing Wall which they sanctify."

The area which is the object of this new
encroachment is located at mid-point of the Western
Wall of the Holy Sanctuary (as the attached map shows).
A reading of the map itself reveals the extent to which
Islamic properties, surrounding the Holy Sanctuary,
including the Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock holy
masques, have been the object of Israeli confiscations,
within an overall plan, to expose the Holy Sanctuary

r>4vjy«v£̂ î ^̂ ^
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from all sides, and to erase the cultural and Islamic
hallmarks which surround it. It also aims at evicting
the Arab and Muslim inhabitants of those areas.

Since the Israeli occupation of the second
part of Jerusalem in 1967, the aforementioned location
has been specifically the object of visitations by members
of various Jewish religious groups, in their efforts to
worship behind it. But the residents of the area and the
alertness of the Islamic Waqf Department, thwarted their
designs. In the course of repairing the damaged build-
ings , within Ribat el-Kurd area from the digging opera-
tions in 1972, workers doing the repairs on behalf of
the contractor, found it necessary to place some iron
nails, in a section of the Western Wall contiguous to
the buildings under repairs.

Religious Jewish organizations and Israeli
politicians of various party affiliations, raised a
vociferous outcry, in which they accused the contractor
and the municipal authorities of the occupation — which
had assigned the repairs to the contractor — of trans-
gressing on the 'sacred1 stones of the wall and demand-
ing that the nails be removed, repairs suspended, and
also calling for demolition of all the buildings adja-
cent to this wall, which they named, at that time/
"The Small Wailing Wall."

The Israeli newspaper Ha'aretz, published on
27 February 1972 an impassioned appeal from the Chief
Rabbi Issac Nassim, addressed to the then Minister of
Justice —• in his capacity as Chairman of the Ministerial
Committee, for the whole of Jerusalem. The appeal dis-
closes the inner-most depths of the Jewish leaders
designs.

The appeal stated inter alia: "The Small
Wailing Wall and continuation of efforts to disclose
it, is a pivotal religious duty. Beware that the fate
of this Wall should be similar to the fate of Notre Dame
Monastery, which the Minister of Justice had foreclosed
by a stroke of liquidation and returned to the Vatican.
Beware surrendering this Wall which was delivered by
the blood of our infantry and paratroopers, and which
was never foreclosed by the Almighty in heaven. Our
outcries will continue without stop and our struggle
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will not cease until the discovery of its length and
height from its southern corner to its northwestern
corner in the vicinity of Bab-el-Asbaat. We do not
want a temporary solution; our aim is to 'cleanse1

the area of all the old buildings, which had been
built and stuck upon, with pre-meditation, and with
the approval of the Judges and the successive chiefs
of the Islamic religion, upon the remaining stones of
our Temple, with a view to vilifying and hiding itl"

The communication of my Government continues
to deduce the following serious implications of the
Israeli operation recently initiated:

"The installation of waterpipes to this
important location, in the middle of Western Wall
of Al-Haram-al-Shareef, is a most ominous move designed
covertly to consolidate the Jewish claims on this loca-
tion by turning it into 'a small Wailing Wall' and a
new Jewish religious shrine. This is identical to
what world Jewry did, in the first Wailing Wall adja-
cent to Al-Haram-al-Shareef Sanctuary, having turned it
into a sacred Jewish shrine, and which has become a
source of eternal conflict between Islam and Judaism.
It led to the Al-Buraq rebellion of 1929 and, after 1967
brought about the tragedy of confiscations and demoli-
tions of five Arab quarters and the eviction of their
inhabitants.

"The dreams of Judaism, as disclosed by the
Chief Rabbi, are not confined to the four quarters
surrounding Ribat al-Kurd. It exceeds them to encom-
pass all the Islamic religious, cultural and residential
buildings, all along the rest of the Western Wall, and
the Northern Wall of the Al-Haram-al-Shareef Holy Sanc-
tuary. These are the only remaining buildings which
are adjacent to the Holy Sanctuary.

"The installation of the waterpipe is but a
first step, in a newly-unfolding criminal plan whose
ultimate objective — as Jewish religious and political
circle do not tire of stating is: to carry out a
Jewish take-over of the Al-Haram-al-Shareef Holy Sanc-
tuary itself.
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The Jordan Government communication
concludes:

"I request you to bring this matter to
the attention of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, and to make all possible efforts, at the
United Nations, with a view to bringing about a
cessation of this serious infiltration, which has
as its underlying purpose, the implementation of
a far-reaching criminal plan against the Holy
Sanctuary."
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Letter dated 6 September 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Jordan to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to attach herewith the statement issued on 22 August 1977
by H.E. Mr. Hassan Ibrahim,, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan, concerning the latest illegal Israeli measures in the occupied
territories.

I kindly request Your Excellency to circulate this statement as an official
document of the General Assembly, under items 30, 31 and 57 of the provisional
agenda9 and of the Security Council.

(Signed) Dr. Hazem NUSEIBEH
Ambassador

Permanent Representative
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Annex

Memorandum issued by the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
concerning the consequences of the decision taken by the
Government of Israel in regard to the equalization of the
inhabitants of the occupied territories, as far as services

are concerned., with the inhabitants of Israel

A few days after the recent visit of Mr. Cyrus Vance, the Secretary of State
of the United States of America, to the Middle East region, the Government of
Israel announced, on lk August 1977 3 a decision prepared by the Israeli Defence
Minister after lengthy consultations with the Israeli Military Governors of the
Arab occupied areas. The Government of Israel gave to this decision a title that
would ostensibly have no political connotations. It called the decision :'The
equalization of public services of the inhabitants of the occupied territories with
those of the citizens of Israel". Israel denied that her decision had any political
overtones and Israeli spokesmen concentrated on the humanitarian aspects of the
decision.

A sober appraisal of the consequences of enforcing this decision., even from the
strict viewpoint of services, would lead us to believe that behind all this lies an
attempt to attain the following political goals:

First: The application and enforcement of Israeli laws in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip concerning health, education, water, electricity and communicationss
including telephone services. This means that Israeli law is to replace present
Jordanian law concerning those services in the West Bank., including the application
of the Israeli education programme in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Second: Deprivation of the powers of the municipalities to provide services
to the inhabitants, especially in the areas of water and electricity. This means
instant transfer of powers to the Military Governors to connect cities and villages
of the West Bank and Gaza with the Israeli network of water and electricity. This
also means stripping the municipalities of their powers to provide other services,
save as tools of enforcement.

Third: The liquidation of refugee camps by forcibly transferring the refugees
to nearby civilian centres. This represents a unilateral action by the occupation
authorities in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip in stark violation of the
inalienable rights of the Palestine refugees to exercise their choice of
repatriation or compensation under United Stations resolutions, particularly General
Assembly resolution 19̂  (ill) of 11 December 19̂ 8.

Fourth: The restriction of the decision of the equalization of services to
the West Bank and Gaza, leaving out Sinai and Golan, emphasizes an important fact;
this decision originated from the platform of Begin's Government,, which the
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Knesset approved on 20 June 1977 and which also considered these areas (the Bank
and the Strip) as parts of the Land of Israel. The tenth article of this platform
gave the Government of Israel the authority of applying Israeli laws to these areas
without referring to the Knesset for approval.

Fifth: This decision may be considered as a first step towards final
annexation of the West Bank and Gaza to Israel in line with the following:

(a) Equalization of basic services and application of all Israeli laws
concerning these services in the occupied Arab territories ;

(b) Equalization of taxes and other obligations, which means the application
of as many of the Israeli laws as possible to the occupied areas;

(c) Turning Arab municipalities and village councils, after depriving them of
their powers , into tools of enforcement in the hands of military governors , or
something like the local councils that existed in Palestine 3 which has been occupied
since

(d) Enforcing the civil administration plan and turning Arab citizens in the
West Bank into mere Israeli subjects receiving services but deprived of any
political rights .

Sixth: In the event of continued application of these measures , Israeli
annexation of the occupied areas would undercut the Jordanian legal status under
international law or the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) regarding the
West Bank and Gaza, not to mention creating a new fait accompli of Israeli presence
in these areas. It is not the presence of occupation as such, but Israeli creeping
annexation with its laws, regulations and services.

Financing the services

Since the announcement of the decision, Israeli information media have
concentrated on praising what it called the humanitarian ends of this decision and
the problems of raising the necessary money for its application, that is, the
problem of financing the services in Gaza and the West Bank. Needless to say,
these so-called problems in themselves are a clear attempt to turn attention away
from the political aspects of this decision.

The spokesman of the Israeli Ministry of Labour talked about the problem of
financing by saying that a fund will be established in the name of "Deduction
Fund", the purpose of which is to finance expenditure and to expand services in
Gaza and the West Bank. The fund also will finance the construction of new housing
projects for the occupants of camps and provide necessary loans to improve
communication services,, especially to bus companies for the purchase of new buses.
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The Israeli spokesman added that financing this fund depended on the expansion
of tax revenues from the inhabitants of the occupied territories "by way of
collecting donations from neighbouring Arab countries.

On 16 August 1977a "the newspaper Al-Ouds indicated that it was possible for
the Israeli authorities to force municipalities, institutions and societies to
obtain financial help from Arab States, especially Jordan, to share in raising the
standard of services in the occupied areas and to help industrial and agricultural
projects there.

Enforcing the decision

In spite of the objections to this decision shown by a number of members of the
Knesset, the Israeli Government immediately announced the formation of a Ministerial
Committee to put the decision in its final form for enforcement within 60 days.
This was announced by the Israeli Defence Minister, who said, commenting on this
point, that "the Israeli Government openly declares that it intends to stay forever
in the occupied territories."

Mr. Yusi Sraid (Labour Party) requested the convening of the Knesset to debate
the decision which, he said, smelled of annexation. Another Knesset member from
the opposition called the decision unwise and said that it represented in practical
terms Begin's reply to President Carter's call on PLO to recognize Security Council
resolution 2^2 (1967) in order to participate in the Geneva talks. These are the
consequences that lie behind the decision of Begin's Government, which is called
"the equalization of the inhabitants of the occupied territories, in regard to
services, with Israeli citizens". This decision has a political stamp on it aiming
basically at severing present material, intellectual and organizational ties between
thie East and West Banks of Jordan, and at replacing present Jordanian laws in the
West Bank with Israeli laws, in preparation for the eventual annexation of the
West Bank and Gaza to Israel.

The Government of Jordan considers the Israeli decision as a new and fateful
step by Israel on the way to annexing the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Jordan also considers the decision as an outrageous violation of international
law, as clear disrespect for the international will, and as another obstacle to
frustrate present efforts for the achievement of a permanent, peaceful and just
settlement in the Middle East.

The Government of Jordan hopes that friendly States would express their
indignation and objection to the Israeli decision and its enforcement.

Amman, Jordan
22 August 1977
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Excellency,

I have the honour to attach herewith the
Statement issued on August 22, 1977 by H..E.
Mr. Hassan Ibrahim, Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
concerning the latest illegal Israeli measures in
the occupied Territories.

I kindly request, Your Excellency, to
circulate this statement as a document of the
Security Council and General Assembly under
items 30, 31, and 57 of the provisional agenda.

Please accept, Your Excellency, the
assurances of my highest consideration.

Dr. Hazem Nuseibeh
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017



The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Amman, Jordan

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING THE CONSEQUENCES
OF THE DECISION TAKEN BY THE GOVERNMENT
OF ISRAEL IN REGARD TO THE EQUALIZATION
OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE OCCUPIED TER-
RITORIES, AS FAR AS SERVICES ARE CON-
CERNED, WITH THE INHABITANTS OF ISRAEL

Few days after the recent visit of Mr. Cyrus

Vance, the Secretary of State of the United States of

America, to the Middle East region, the Government of

Israel announced on August 14, 1977, a decision prepared

by the Israeli Defense Minister, after lengthy consulta-

tions with the Israeli Military Governors of the Arab

occupied areas. The Government of Israel gave to this

decision a title that would ostensibly have no political

connotations. It called the decision "The Equalization

of Public Services of the Inhabitant of the Occupied

Territories with those of the Citizens of Israel." Israel

denied that her decision had any political overtones and

Israeli spokesmen concentrated on the humanitarian aspects

of the decision.



A sober appraisal of the consequences of en-

forcing this decision, even from the strict view point

of services, would lead us to believe that behind all

this lies an attempt to attain the following political

goals.

First; The application and enforcement of

Israeli laws in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip

concerning health, education, water, electricity

and communications, including telephone services.

This means that Israeli law is to replace present

Jordanian law concerning these services in the West

Bank, including the application of the Israeli edu-

cation program in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Second: Deprivation of the municipalities of

their powers to provide services to the inhabitants,

especially in the areas of water and electricity.

This, means instant transfer of powers to the Military

Governors to connect cities and villages of the West

Bank and Gaza with the Israeli network, of water and

electricity. This also means stripping the municipa-

lities of their powers to provide other services,

save as tools of enforcement.

Third; The liquidation of refugee camps by

forcibly transferring the refugees to nearby civilian



centres. This represents a unilateral action by

the occupation authorities in the West Bank and

the Gaza Strip, in stark violation of the inalien-

able rights of the Palestine refugees, to exercise

their choice of repatriation or compensation, under

United Nations resolutions, particularly 194.

Fourth; The restriction of the decision of

the Equalization of Services to the West Bank and

Gaza, leaving out Sinai and Golan, emphasizes an

importatit fact; this decision originated from the

platform of Beginfs Government which the Kenesset

approved on the 20th of last June which considered

these areas (the Bank and the Strip) as parts of the

Land of Israel. The tenth article of this platform

gave the Government of Israel the authority of apply-

ing Israeli laws to these areas without referring to

the Kenesset for approval.

Fifth; This decision maybe considered as a first

step toward final annexation of the West Bank and

Gaza to Israel in line with the following:

(a) Equalization of basic services and applica-

tion of all Israeli laws concerning these

services in the occupied Arab territories.

(b) Equalization of taxes and other obligations



which means the application of as many

of the Israeli laws as possible to the

occupied areas.

(c) Turning Arab municipalites and village

councils, after depriving them of their

powers, into tools of enforcement in the

hands of military governors or something

like local councils that existed in Palestine

occupied since 1948.

(d) Enforcing the civil administration plan and

turning Arab citizens in the West Bank into

mere Israeli subjects receiving services but

deprived of any political rights.

Sixth: In the event of continued application of

these measures, Israeli annexation of the occupied

areas would undercut the Jordanian legal status under

International law or the P.L.O. regarding the West

Bank and Gaza not to mention, creating a new fait

accompliee of Israeli presence in these areas. It

is not the presence of occupation as such, but Israeli

creeping annexation with its laws, regulations and

services.

Financing the Services:

Since the announcement of the decision, Israeli



information media concentrated on praising what it called

the humanitarian ends of this decision and the problems of

raising the necessary money for its application, i.e.,

the problem of financing the services in Gaza and the West

Bank. Needless to say, that these so-called problems in

themselves are a clear attempt to turn attention away from

the political aspects of this decision.

The spokesman of the Israeli Ministry of Labor

talked about the problem of financing by saying that a fund

will be established in the name of "Deduction Fund", the

purpose of which is to finance expenditure and to expand

services in Gaza and West Bank. The fund also will finance

the construction of new housing projects for the occupants

of camps and provide necessary loans to improve communica-

tion services especially to bus companies for the purchase

of new buses.

The Israeli spokesman added that financing this

fund depended on the expansion of tax revenues from the

inhabitants of the occupied territories by way of collect-

ing donations from neighboring Arab countries.

On August 16, 1977,Al-Quds Newspaper indicated

that it was possible for the Israeli authorities to force

municipalities, institutions and societies to obtain

financial help from Arab states, especially Jordan, to



share in raising the standard of services in the occupied

areas and help industrial and agricultural projects there.

Enforcing the Decision;

Inspite of objections to this decision shown

by a number of members of the Kenesset, the Israeli Govern-

ment immediately announced the formation of a Ministerial

Committee to put the decision in its final form for en-

forcement within sixty days. This was announced by the

Israeli Defense Minister who said commenting on this point,

"the Israeli Government openly declares that it intends to

stay forever in the occupied territories.

Mr. Yusi Sraid (Labor Party) requested the con-

vening of the Kenesset to debate the decision which, he

said, smelled annexation. Another Kenesset member from

the opposition called the decision unwise and it repre-

sented in practical terms Begin's reply to President

Carter's call on the P.L.O. to recognize resolution 242

in order to participate in the Geneva talks. These are

the consequences that lay behind the decision of Begin's

Government; the decision which is called "the equalization

of the inhabitants of the occupied territories, in regard

to services, with Israeli citizens." This decision has a

political stamp on it aiming basically at severing present

material, intellectual and organizational ties between the



East and West Banks of Jordan, and at replacing present

Jordanian laws in the West Bank with Israeli laws, in

preparation for the eventual annexation of the West Bank

and Gaza to Israel.

The Government of Jordan considers the Israeli

decision as a new and fateful step by Israel on the way

to annexing the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

Jordan also considers the decision as an out-

rageous violation of international law, as a clear dis-

respect for the international will, and as another

obstacle to frustrate present efforts for the achievement

of a permanent, peaceful and just settlement in the Middle

East.

The Government of Jordan hopes that friendly

states would express their indignation and objection to

the Israeli decision and its enforcement.

Amman, Jordan
August 22, 1977
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NEW YDHK, N. Y. 1DD17

TELEPHONE: PL 2-O135-6

PERMANENT M-rSSION DFTHE
$7 y

HASHEMITE KINGDOM DF JORDAN

TD THE UNITED NATIONS

J7/738

January 5, 1977

Excellency,

I have the honour to transmit to Your
Excellency a cable received today from H.E. Mr. Mudar
Badran, Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, which reads as
follows:

"His Excellency Dr. Kurt Waldheim
The Secretary-General of the United Nations

I have the honour and the pleasure to
extend an invitation to Your Excellency on
behalf of the Government of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan to visit Amman for intimate
and intensive exchange of views in preparation
for the Peace Conference on the Middle East in
Geneva when Your Excellency decides to visit
the States of the area concerned.

With the expression of my highest esteem,

Mudar Badran
Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign

Affairs"

Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurances
of my highest consideration.

'Sami fl.. Gammoh
Charge d1Affaires, a.i

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017



-PERMANENT MISSION OF THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES TO THE UNITED NATIONS

747 T H I R D AVENUE. NEW YORK, N. Y 10017 <2I2> 37i-otso

22 June 1976

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to transmit to you the following
message from Secretary General Mahmoud Riad:

"In pursuance of the close ties and existing cooperation
between the League of Arab States and the United Nations, and
with reference to your statements concerning the maintenance of
security in Lebanon and the preservation of its territorial
integrity, I would like to inform Your Excellency that an
extraordinary session of the Council of the Arab States was
held in Cairo from 8 to .10 June 197&j to discuss the 'deteriorating
situation in Lebanon and the tragic events taking place on
Lebanese territory. The Council adopted a series of resolutions
which included the following:

First: The Council calls on all parties to stop fighting
immediately and to stabilize the cessation of the
fighting.

Second: The formation of a token Arab security force under the
supervision of the Secretary General of the League of
Arab States to maintain order and stability in Lebanon.
This force shall act within the framework of Lebanese
sovereignty. The Secretary General of the League of ' .
Arab States shall determine its size in accordance
with requirements and in agreement with parties in
the Arab security force.

Third: The Council calls upon all Lebanese parties to undertake
an overall national reconciliation under the supervision
of the President-elect in order to maintain the unity
of the people of Lebanon, its territorial integrity, its
sovereignty, security and stability.
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Fourth: The Council shall remain in session to follow the
situation.

Highest consideration.

Mahmoud Riad
Secretary General

League of Arab States"

I should be grateful if Your Excellency would direct
that this letter be circulated as an official document of the
General Assembly.

Dr. Ali Humaidan
Permanent Representative
of the-United Arab Emirates

to the United Nations
Chairman of the Arab Group

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary General
of the United Nations
New York, N,Y0 10017
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BSS UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK, N. Y. 1OD17

TELEPHONE: PL 2-D13S-S

PERMANENT MISSION OF THE " '

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

-V

May 1, 1976

Excellency,

I have the honour to refer to our recent
meeting in which you handed me the aide-memoire
dated 31 March 1976 inviting my government's re-
sponse to the ideas contained therein. I enclose
the reply of my government to Your Excellency's
initiative.

Please accept. Sir, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Sincerely,

Abdul Hamid Shajfaf
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

Enclosure

H.E. Dr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017



S66 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK, N. Y. 1QO17

TELEPHONE: PL 2-D135-6

PERMANENT MISSION DFTHE

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

The Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of

Jordan welcomes the initiative of the Secretary-General

of the United Nations to reactivate the efforts towards

the achievement of a peaceful and just settlement in

the Middle East. As in the past, the Jordanian Govern-

ment will cooperate fully with the Secretary-General

and the United Nations in the pursuit of this goal.

The Jordanian Government has made its position clear

as regards the basis on which such efforts must proceed

in order to reach a successful conclusion. In the past

it accepted Security Council and General Assembly re-

solutions on the Middle East question and the Palestine

question, which resolutions are still valid and com-

plementary to each other. The essence of these re-

solutions and of the Jordanian position is that in

order to bring about a just and lasting peace in the

Middle East there must be a complete withdrawal by

Israel from all the territories occupied in the con-

flict of June 1967 and a realization of the inalienable

national rights of the Palestinian people. When this

is achieved, peace could be established in the Middle
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East and the Jordanian Government would be ready to

undertake its peace obligations defined in these

resolutions. For the achievement of this substantive

goal the Jordanian Government is ready to consider

with sincere attention any procedures and modalities

proposed by the Secretary General towards the imple-

mentation of this goal. It is essential that all the

parties should participate in such efforts towards the

establishment of a just peace including the Palestine

Liberation Organization.

The Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of

Jordan agrees with the Secretary-General regarding the

great dangers involved in the continuing stalemate and

absence of progress towards the just resolution of the

Middle East problem and the establishment of a just

peace. It is ready to do its share towards peace in

the Middle East as it has done over the past years.

April 30, 1976
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In the brief statement which I made at the

conclusion of the Security Council debate on the Middle

East in January 1976, I stressed the absolute necessity

of actively pursuing the goal of a peaceful settlement

in the Middle East, however great, or even insurmountable,

the obstacles to such a settlement might now appear.

In this connexion I stated that I intended to remain in

close contact with the parties directly concerned and

with the Co-Chairmen of the Peace Conference.

It was with this aim in mind that I asked Under-

Secretary-General Guyer to proceed to the Middle East

and to make contact with all those concerned. Mr. Guyer

has now returned to Headquarters after extensive talks

in the area, mostly centering on possible ways of resuming

the negotiating process. With these talks in mind, I

shall be pursuing this matter in the coming weeks with

all the parties concerned. Initially at least, it would

seem most appropriate to do this through their Representatives

here at United Nations Headquarters. I look forward to

the co-operation of all those concerned in a matter which

is of vital importance not only for the Middle East region

but also for world peace.
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In this connexion I wish to express once again my

concern that we find ways of avoiding a stalemate or a

complete breakdown of the effort to negotiate an overall

settlement of the Middle East problem, I am fully aware

of the difficulties which all of the parties face in

trying to find a way forward out of the present impasse.

Among these are the conditions upon which the Peace

Conference on the Middle East, which is one possible

approach to the reactivation of the negotiating process,

might be reconvened. On the other hand, the dangers of

failure to resume the negotiating process are very great,

Therefore, perhaps a more informal approach, such as was

discussed by Mr» Guyer during his mission, might be

considered. I would appreciate your views in this regard

dn order to enable me to decide what assistance I could

afford to the parties concerned in finding a practical

solution. Specifically, I would appreciate having any

.ideas you may have of a procedural or substantive nature

with respect to actions to be taken by the United Nations.

I am confident that I shall have the co-operation of all

concerned in putting forward constructive ideas for

solving the problems which face us. ,

1 April 1976



UNITED NATIONS

G E N E R A L
A S S E M B L Y

S E C U R I T Y
C O U N C I L

Distr.
GENERAL

A/10178
S/11799
12 August 1975

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Thirtieth session
Item 53 of the provisional agenda*
REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO
INVESTIGATE ISRAELI PRACTICES
AFFECTING THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF
THE POPULATION OF THE OCCUPIED
TERRITORIES

SECURITY COUNCIL
Thirtieth year

Letter dated 7 August 1975 from the Charge d'affaires a.i. of the
Permanent Mission of Jordan to the United Nations addressed to the

Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit hereunder text of the cable addressed to you
from His Excellency Zeid Rifai, Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs,
concerning the serious Israeli measures taken against the sanctity and physical
integrity of the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron:

"I have the honour to bring to your attention the serious and flagrant
violations perpetrated by the Israeli occupation authorities against the
religious sanctity and physical integrity of one of the holiest and most
prominent Islamic religious shrines the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron. While
the increasing Israeli encroachment upon the mosque over the years have
been brought to Your Excellency's attention and to the United Nations on
several earlier occasions, the recent Israeli measures have reached an
extreme and explosive level. The acts of desecration of the mosque have
increased and intensified. Muslims have been obstructed in their prayers
in this ancient muslim mosque. The public call for prayers, which is
essential at prayertime in the Islamic religion, has been banned; prayer
for the dead in the mosque, which is also essential in the religious
tradition, has been banned by the occupation authorities. The furnishings
and interior belongings of the mosque have been taken away. Desks and
chairs and racks of Jewish books have been introduced inside it. Jewish
feasts and wedding ceremonies 3 involving noisy drinking and dancing, have
been held in the mosque. Religious teachers and personnel of the mosque

* A/10150.

75-15691
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have "been subjected to beating, insults and often detention by the
authorities. The historical eastern staircase has been demolished.
Finally, a week ago the Israeli Minister of Defence has ordered the
division of the whole mosque area, assigning the larger part3 which
includes most of the Islamic historical and holy features, as the Jewish
part. Muslims whose ancestors had built the mosque and worshipped in it
for centuries have been restricted to one entrance.

I request Your Excellency to take all measures within your power to
help correct this dangerous anomalous situation and also to have this
message circulated as a document of the General Assembly, the Security
Council and the Commission on Human Rights.''

I have the honour to request that the present letter be issued as a document
of the General Assembly, under item 53 of the provisional agenda, and of the
Security Council and brought to the attention of the Commission on Human Rights.

(Signed) Sami I. GAMMOH
Charge d1Affaires, a.i.



866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK. N. Y. 1OO17

TELEPHONE: PL 2-O135-6

PERMANENT MISSION OFTHE

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

ME/9/421 August 7, 1975

Excellency,

I have the honour to transmit hereunder text of the cable
addressed to you from His Excellency Zeid Rifai, Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs concerning the serious Israeli measures
taken against the sanctity and physical integrity of the Ibrahimi
Mosque in Hebron:

"I have the honour to bring to your attention
the serious and flagrant violations perpetrated by the
Israeli occupation authorities against the religious
sanctity and physical integrity of one of the holiest
and most prominent Islamic religious shrines the Ibrahimi
Mosque in Hebron. Miile the increasing Israeli encroach-
ment upon the mosque over the years have been brought to
Your Excellency's attention and to the United Nations on
several earlier occasions the recent Israeli measures
have reached an extreme and explosive level. The acts
of desecration of the mosque have increased and intensi-
fied. Muslims have been obstructed in their prayers in
this ancient muslim mosque. The public call for prayers
which is essential at prayertime in the Islamic religion
has been banned, prayer for dead in the mosque which is
also essential in the religious tradition, has been banned
by the occupation authorities. The furnishings and interior
belongings of the mosque have been taken away. Desks and
chairs and racks of Jewish books have been introduced in-
side it. Jewish feasts and wedding ceremonies, involving
noisy drinking and dancing, have been held in the mosque.
Religious teachers and personnel of the mosque have been
subjected to beating, insults and often detention by the
authorities. The historical eastern staircase has been
demolished. Finally, a week ago the Israeli Minister of
Defence has ordered the division of the whole mosque area,
assigning the larger part which includes most of the Islamic
historical and holy features as the Jewish part. Muslims
whose ancestors had built the mosque and worshipped in it for
centuries have been restricted to one entrance.

c c : 5 - <£ LS
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I request Your Excellency to take all measures
within your power to help correct this dangerous ano-
malous situation and also to have this message circulated
as a General Assembly, Security Council and Human Conrnis-
sion document."

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

SamL I. Ganmoh
Charge d1 Affaires, a.i.

HLs Excellency
The Secretary General
united Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017



UNITED NATIONS

G E N E R A L
A S S E M B L Y

S E C U R I T Y
C O U N C I L

Distr.
GENERAL

A/9527
S/11279
30 April 197̂

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Twenty-eighth session
Agenda item 22
THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

SECURITY COUNCIL
Twenty-ninth year

Letter dated 30 April 197̂  from the Permanent Representative of Israel
to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

On instructions of my Government I have the honour to refer to the letter
addressed to you by the Permanent Representative of Jordan on 29 March 197̂
(A/9507-S/112U6) regarding archaeological excavations in Jerusalem and to state
the followingo

There is absolutely no foundation for any of the charges made in the letter
of the Permanent Representative of Jordan. In regard to the specific case of the
Jawhariyah building, no excavations are or have been conducted under that building.
It is, therefore9 not true that such cracks as may have appeared are the result
of excavations.

The building itself is very old., and although called a ''school" is in fact
used for private dwelling, and has so been used for generations. Because of its
age and general state of dilapidation, the building has had to be repaired
periodically by the municipal authorities of Jerusalem, whether Israeli, Jordanian
or British. Many of these old buildings in Jerusalem are not in a good state of
preservation and in times of severe and stormy weather, such as was experienced
in the last winter in Jerusalem, the buffeting of the elements inevitably affects
them. For that reason the engineering department of the municipality maintains
supervision over the condition of the buildings and carries out repairs as and
where necessary. This has been done also in the present instance.

With regard to the general allegations made in the Jordanian letter of
29 March, they constitute a blatant exercise in propaganda of a particularly
insidious kind in that they seek to arouse religious passions, and there is no
substance or truth in any of them.

The excavations being conducted in the area -around the Temple Mount are
carried out and supervised by distinguished archaeologists, and experts of

7̂ -10910
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international distinction have testified that they have made an invaluable
contribution to the knowledge of the different cultures, societies and religions
identified with this historic site, without constituting in any way a danger to
existing historical and religious monuments.

I request that this letter be brought to the attention of the Commission on
Human Rights and that it be circulated as an official document of the General
Assembly and the Security Council,

(Signed) Yosef TEKOAH
Permanent Representative of Israel

to the United Nations



UNIT ED NATIONS

G E N E R A L
A S S E M B L Y

S E C U R I
C O U N C I L

Distr.
GENERAL

A/9507
S/112U6
29 :iarch 1971*

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Twenty-eighth session
Agenda item 22
THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

SECURITY COUNCIL
Twenty-ninth year

Letter dated 29 March 197̂  from the Permanent Representative
of Jordan to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-

General

Upon instructions from my Government I have the honour to bring to your
attention an urgent and serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that the Israeli occupation
authorities are still engaged in destructive excavations around and "beside the
holy and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and historical area
surrounding it.

On 12 March, the Chairman of the Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem,
Sheikh Hllmi Al Muhtasib,
read as follows:

sent a telegram to the occupation authorities which

''A serious crack has occurred in the building of the historical
Jawhariyah School which is situated at the western side of Al-Haram
Al-Sharif as_ a result of the excavations which /the Israeli occupation
authorities/ have been undertaking underneath the building. Vie had warned
earlier of the consequences of the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy City of Jerusalem. We demand an
immediate halt of these destructive excavations, and repair for the structure
of the historical Jawhariyah School, and the restoration of the character
and construction of the area below and around these structures .. .''

These illegal excavations in and around Al-Haram Al-Sharif area., which stretches
from Bab Alsilsilah, the main gate of Al-Haram Al-Sharif, to Bab Al-Nathir, could
ultimately cause the collapse and the destruction of several religious and
historical buildings, including four mosques and five old and famous gates of
Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover, the 3-}GGO persons who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.

7^-07802
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These Israeli acts are in direct violation of article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9 I/ and of article % of the Hague Convention of 1907 £/
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public or private property and
institutions dedicated to religion or education.

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions tp_ halt any further
principles or '

"and of the United Hations Charter and repeated Security Council resolutions
on Jerusalem.
1 - -"-

_^ I request Your Excellency to bring this letter to the attention of the
CoTfimission on Humaî .Jiy|h^s and the Special Committee to Investijjate^Israeli
Practices Affect^n^Suman Rights of thT"Top™ulation~^f"':Ehe~'Occupied Territories .

Vrr-?r.jfc_Ĵ J.Jli ___ ̂ ____ ̂ _____ ̂ ___ T_^ ̂  ror:̂ a.

I should be grateful if you would circulate this letter as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Abdul Hamid SHARAP
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

I/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.

2_/ Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and
Declarations of 1899 and 1907 (NeV York, Oxford University Press, 1915).
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B66 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK. N. Y. 1OD17

TELEPHONE: PL 2-D135-6

PERMANENT MISSION OF THE

HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

A/125 March 29, 1974

Excellency,

Upon instructions from my Government I have
the honour to "bring to your attention an urgent and
serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City
of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that
the Israeli occupation authorities are still engaged
in destructive excavations around and beside the holy
and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and
historical area surrounding it.

On the 12th of March, the Chairman of the
Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem, Sheikh Hilmi
Al Muhtasib, sent a telegram to the occupation
authorities which read as follows:

"A serious crack has occurred in the
building of the historical Jawhariyah School
which is situated at the western side of Al-
Haram AJL-Sharif as a result of the excavations
which /the Israeli occupation authorities/
have been undertaking underneath the buildinĝ .-
We had warned earlier of the consequences of
the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy
City of Jerusalem. We demand an immediate
halt of these destructive excavations, and
repair for the structure of the historical
Jawhariyah School, and the restoration of
the character and construction of the area
below and around these structures..."



These illegal excavations in and around Al-
Haram Al-Sharif area, which stretches from Bab
Alsilsilah, the-main gate of Al-Haram Al-Sharif, to
Ba"b Al-Nathir, could ultimately cause the" collapse
and the destruction of several religious and his-
torical buildings, including four mosques and five
old and famous gates of Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover,
the three thousand persons, who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.

These Israeli acts are in direct violation of
Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 194-9
and of Article 56 of "the Hague Convention of 190?
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public
or private property and institutions dedicated to
religion or education,

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary
actions to halt any further excavations in the Holy
City in violation of the principles of international
law and of the United Nations Charter and Security
Council repeated resolutions on Jerusalem.

I request Your Excellency to bring this letter
to the attention of the Commission on Human Rights and
the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices
Affecting Human Rights in the Occupied Territories.

I should be grateful if you would circulate
this letter as an official document of the Security
Council and the General Assembly.

Abdul HamiH Sha:
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

His Excellency,
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, New York 10017
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Letter dated 29 March 197̂  from the Permanent Representative
of Jordan to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-

General

Upon instructions from my Government I have the honour to bring to your
attention an urgent and serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that the Israeli occupation
authorities are still engaged in destructive excavations around and beside the
holy and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and historical area
surrounding it.

On 12 March D the Chairman of the Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem,,
Sheikh Hilmi Al Muhtasib,
read as follows:

sent a telegram to the occupation authorities which

•!A serious crack has occurred in the building of the historical
Jawhariyah School which is situated at the western side of Al-Haram
Al-Sharif as_ a result of the excavations which /the Israeli occupation
authorities/ have been undertaking underneath the building. We had warned
earlier of the consequences of the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy City of Jerusalem. We demand an
immediate halt of these destructive excavations, and repair for the structure
of the historical Jawhariyah School,, and the restoration of the character
and construction of the area below and around these structures . . .''

These illegal excavations in and around Al-Haram Al~Sharif area, which stretches
from Bab Alsilsilah, the main gate of Al-Haram Al~Sharif5 to Bab Al-Nathir, could
ultimately cause the collapse and the destruction of several religious and
historical^buildingsD including four mosques and five old and famous gates of
Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover, the 3^000 persons who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.
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These Israeli acts are in direct violation of article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9 I/ and of article 56 of the Hague Convention of 1907 2/
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public or private property and
institutions dedicated to religion or education.

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions to halt any further
excavations in the Holy City in violation of the principles of international law
and of the United Nations Charter and repeated Security Council resolutions
on Jerusalem.

I request Your Excellency to bring this letter to the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights and the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories.

I should be grateful if you would circulate this letter as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Abdul Hamid SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

I/ United nations, Treaty Series , vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.

2/ Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and
Declarations of 1899 and 1907 (Nev York, Oxford University Press, 1915).
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Upon instructions from my Government I have the honour to "bring to your
attention an urgent and serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that the Israeli occupation
authorities are still engaged in destructive excavations around and beside the
holy and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and historical area
surrounding it.

On 12 March3 the Chairman of the Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem,
Sheikh Hilmi Al Muhtasib, sent a telegram to the occupation authorities which
read as follows:

rA serious crack has occurred in the building of the historical
Jawhariyah School which is situated at the western side of Al-Haram
Al-Sharif as_ a result of the excavations which /the Israeli occupation
authorities/ have been undertaking underneath the building. We had warned
earlier of the consequences of the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy City of Jerusalem. We demand an
immediate halt of these destructive excavations, and repair for the structure
of the historical Jawhariyah School, and the restoration of the character
and construction of the area below and around these structures ...''

These illegal excavations in and around Al-Haram Al-Sharif area, which stretches
from Bab Alsilsilah, the main gate of Al-Haram Al-Sharif,, to Bab Al-ITathir, could
ultimately cause the collapse and the destruction of several religious and
historical buildings, including four mosques and five old and famous gates of
Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover, the 3'-jGOO persons who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.
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These Israeli acts are in direct violation of article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9 I/ and of article 56 of the Hague Convention of 1907 2j
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public or private property and
institutions dedicated to religion or education.

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions to halt any further
excavations in the Holy City in violation of the principles of international la-w-
and of the United lations Charter and repeated Security Council resolutions
on Jerusalem.

I request Your Excellency to bring this letter to the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights and the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories.

I should be grateful if you would circulate this letter as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Abdul Hamid SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

I/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.

2/ Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and
Declarations of 1899 and 1907 (KeV York, Oxford University Press, 1915).
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General

Upon instructions from my Government I have the honour to bring to your
attention an urgent and serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that the Israeli occupation
authorities are still engaged in destructive excavations around and beside the
holy and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and historical area
surrounding it.

On 12 March 3 the Chairman of the Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem.,
Sheikh Eilmi Al Muhtasib., sent a telegram to the occupation authorities which
read as follows:

•;A serious crack has occurred in the building of the historical
Jawhariyah School which is situated at the western side of Al-Haram
Al-Sharif as_ a result of the excavations which /the Israeli occupation
authorities/ have been undertaking underneath the building. We had warned
earlier of the consequences of the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy City of Jerusalem. We demand an
immediate halt of these destructive excavations, and repair for the structure
of the historical Jawhariyah School,, and the restoration of the character
and construction of the area below and around these structures . . . l j

These illegal excavations in and around Al-Haram Al-Sharif area, which stretches
from Bab Alsilsilah, the main gate of Al-Haram Al-Sharif, to Bab Al-Nathir, could
ultimately cause the collapse and the destruction of several religious and
historical buildings., including four mosques and five old and famous gates of
Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover, the 3-jGGO persons who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.
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These Israeli acts are in direct violation of article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9 I/ and of article 56 of the Hague Convention of 1907 2j
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public or private property and
institutions dedicated to religion or education.

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions to halt any further
excavations in the Holy City in violation of the principles of international law
and of the United Nations Charter and repeated Security Council resolutions
on Jerusalem,

I request Your Excellency to "bring this letter to the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights and the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories.

I should be grateful if you would circulate this letter as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Abdul Hamid SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

I/ United Nations,, Treaty Series ., vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.

2/ Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and
Declarations of 1899 and 1907 (Kev York, Oxford University Press, 1915).
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General

Upon instructions from my Government I have the honour to "bring to your
attention an urgent and serious matter concerning new Israeli violations of
the sanctity and special character of the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Reports reaching my Government indicate that the Israeli occupation
authorities are still engaged in destructive excavations around and beside the
holy and most famous Al-Aqsa Mosque and the religious and historical area
surrounding it.

On 12 March, the Chairman of the Supreme Muslim Council in Jerusalem,
Sheikh Eilmi Al Muhtasib, sent a telegram to the occupation authorities which
read as follows:

;A serious crack has occurred in the building of the historical
Jawhariyah School which is situated at the western side of Al-Haram
Al-Sharif as_ a result of the excavations which /the Israeli occupation
authorities/ have been undertaking underneath the building. We had warned
earlier of the consequences of the excavation conducted by the Israeli
Ministry of Religious Affairs in the Holy City of Jerusalem. We demand an
immediate halt of these destructive excavations, and repair for the structure
of the historical Jawhariyah School3 and the restoration of the character
and construction of the area below and around these structures .. .':

These illegal excavations in and around Al-Haram Al-Sharif area, which stretches
from Bab Alsilsilah, the main gate of Al-Haram Al-Sharif,, to Bab Al-ITathir, could
ultimately cause the collapse and the destruction of several religious and
historical buildings ,, including four mosques and five old and famous gates of
Al-Haram Al-Sharif. Moreover, the 3^000 persons who live in this area would
eventually be rendered homeless.
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These Israeli acts are in direct violation of article 53 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9 I/ and of article 56 of the Hague Convention of 1907 2/
which prohibits the seizure or destruction of public or private property and
institutions dedicated to religion or education,

I request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions to halt any further
excavations in the Holy City in violation of the principles of international law
and of the United Nations Charter and repeated Security Council resolutions
on Jerusalem,

I request Your Excellency to bring this letter to the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights and the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories.

I should be grateful if you would, circulate this letter as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Abdul Hamid SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative

!_/ United Nations, Treaty Series , vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.

2j Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and
Declarations of 1899 and 1907 (NeV York, Oxford University Press, 1915).
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

K rER-PAKUAMENTARY UNION
JORDANIAN GROUP

THE HASHKMITB KINCHOM
OF JOKDAN

1 9NOV1977
ACTION TO:

on 8th November, 1973.

Your Excellency,

1 ffl°<
/ Dx

3
3 PUT AWAY"
M'f - • c

.

.̂  FORWARD
' "

N'ONTH

The Jordanian House of Deputies has learnt with
great dissatisfaction and disapproval of the maltreatment
and inhuman acts being brutaj.lv_and__f_erpcipusly_jdi_rected
ag_ajL&-Sd; tiTe cl!Vrxra"n~p"6pul"ation in the Arab occupied
territories by the Israeli Authorities in. defiance of
all International Conventions and Laws particularly Geneva
Four Conventions and the Protocol© annexed to them
concerning the protection of civilian population during
the war and the application of all measures to that effect*

Consequently Israel has deliberately rejected the
execution of these International Conventions and made her
decision knotim to the Committee of the International Red
Cross on 2Oth October 1973 at a time the Arab side announced
its strict commitment and adherence to Geneve Conventions
and the Protocols annexed to them.

The Israeli violations of International Conventions
and Laws can explicitly^%een in the following acts:

1} Bombing thickly civilian populated quarters,
hospitals and Schools thus causing the death of hundreds!
of innocent victima especially women, elderly and
children among whom a number of wives and children of
foreign DipiotJialt © and U.N experts.

3) Destroying factories, Economic Establishments and
reservoirs ah& killing a great number of labourers and

3} Dropping feS.5i»e->- bombs on Civilian quarters after the
end of bombing.

4} Evacuating thousands of Syrian villagers by force
and killing some of the children and women in Mazra't
Beit Dajan in the Syrian territory in an attempt to
force, the inhabitants to leqve their homee aad farms.

5) The refusal by Israel of the International Red
Cross Intermediary to burry the corpses of the dead
t|lt>* violating «he *, * «^ .<. „> 9 £ s**'ittcipies of humanity.



/NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
SXTER-PARLIAMEXTARY' UNION

JORDANIAN GROUP

THE HASHK.MITK KINGDOM
OP JORDAN

•;mman on-
8th November , 1973.

61 Placing the Syrian Prisoners of War in the forward
of the Israeli attacking forces in Al-ahaikh Mount to
guide them to the fields planted by mines thus exposing
their lives to an inevitable death,

7) Issuing repeated lists of Syrian Prisoners of war«

Accordingly this Hous4 appeals to Your Excellency and
to all Parliaments and International Bodies to announce
their denunciation and disapproval of these inhuman acts
committed by Israel and to demand of Israel to abide by
Geneve Conventions and the Protocols annexed to them*

With the expression of my highest consideration.

Sincerely yours,

H.E * Kiir't

Kaniel Ariekat
Speaker of Jordan House
of Deputies and Chairman
of Jordan Inter-Parliamentary
Group

New York,
U«S.A.



Meeting held in Secretary-General'3 office
on Wednesday, 30 May 1973, at U.30 p.m.

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Sharaf» Jordan
Mr. Urquhart

. Ambassador Sharaf asked the Secretary-General for his views on

the forthcoming Security Council debate. He stressed that the main aim

of the Jordanian Government vas to end the Israeli occupation of Arab

territories, if possible in a peaceful manner.

The Secretary-General pointed out that both Israel and the United

States had more or less rejected the idea of setting up a Security

Council committee and had stated that they wished to stick to Resolution

2)& and to the role of the Secretary-General and Ambassador Jarring.

He understood from his talks with Foreign Minister El-Zayyat that Egypt

vould not insist on setting up any new mechanism in the Council if there

vas objection to this. Whatever the outcome of the Council debate,

it was the Secretary-General's intention to take the Middle East question

up again in one way or another and to make a new attempt to make progress

towards a solution.

Mbassador Sharaf agreed that an initiative within the United Nations

was the most hopeful avenue now open. The King of Jordan and his

Government were much concerned at the possibility of a resumption of

hostilities in the area and the reactivation of efforts to find a solution

was most necessary if this was to be avoided.



cc. SecGen
OUSGSPA

17 April 1975

Your Excellencies,,

I havs the honour to refer to your joint letter to me of 7 April

1973 concerning tho situation in tha Arab territories under Israel

occupation. As you have requested, the text of your letter has been

circulated as a document of the General Assembly and the Security-

Council (A/9055-S/lor<>9).

With regard to your reference to the consideration by the Icraali

Cabinet of a proposal for the authorisation for Israeli individuals

to purchase land and property in the occupied territories, the Permanent

Representative of Israel has informed iae that no decision has been

taken by the Cabinet to Liodify the existing procedure regarding the

transfer of land in the occupied territories and that there is no

change in the situation obtaining since 1967 in this regard. I assume

that yoLV. liava alrcr^ly seen the letter addressed to no by the Fci^iamiriL

Representative of Israel on this subject, which has also been circulated,

at his request and in accordance with established procedure, aa a

document of the Conrrnl AsBombly &nd the J-Jocurity Council {A/90̂ 3-3/1091*0,

Your observations concerning the measures taken by the Government

of Israel in the occupied territories have been carefully noted. In

this connexion I wish to assure yoxi that I shall continue to follow

closely the questions mentioned in your letter,

I take this opportunity to renew to Your Excellencies the assurances

of my highest consideration.

Kurt WalOheim

?
Dr. Ai a-ciafc /&&•.?! l-Ieguid ' Tnree identical
re±*tiix«ciit Representative of the Arab Uopublic of Ê yi/t letters - one deliverer

Sherif Abdul Ilar:J.d Sharaf " S
Permanent Keprecentative of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Dr. Iluisacun Kolani
Permanent Representative of the Syrian Arab Republic
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Letter dated_ J
Jordan"and the SyrTu-u Arab Republic "to the

"* the Secretaryj-_Gengral

Upon instructions from our Governments, we have the honour to brins^to your
attention a most urgent situation developing at present in the Arab territories
under occupation since June 19&7 •

According to confirmed reports, the Israeli Cabinet is now considering s.
proposal for the authorization of Israeli individuals to purchase land and property
la the occupied territories. Such a decision would obviously be carried out in
the context of Israel's broader policy of pressuring the Arab inhabitants of the
occupied territories to acquiesce in Israel's continuous steps of settlement ̂  and
absorption of the occupied territories. This policy by the Israeli authorities has
beon iakine different forms and expressions and has been escalating in scope and
intensity. The occupied territories are witnessing at present frantic Israeli
measures such as :

(a) Large-scale expropriation of land and property in various parts of the
occupied territories, and the forcible removal of the owners in many of these ca^es;

(b) The establishment of Israeli settlements all over the occupied Arab
territories and the physical transformation of the Arab character of these areas;

(c) The physical annexation of Arab Jerusalem, the mutilation of its
demographic and cultural character and the violation of its religious sanctity;

(ti) The transfer eif" the refugees in the occupied areas from their camps to
new dwellings Cdns trucked for this purpose, and the gradual taking over of the

f uwnwA toy -ehe occupying authorities in order to alter the status of

* A/9000.

73-06762
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these refugees and with that their right of repatriation to their original homes,
in defiance of successive United Nations resolutions;

(e) The speedy integration of the economy of the occupied'territories into
the economy of Israel for the purpose of exploitation and absorption.

This general policy is being carried out in the West Bank of Jordan, Gaza, the
Golan Heights and Sinai, while the Arab city of Jerusalem provides the clearest
example of the direct Israeli annexationist policy.

Our Governments are deeply concerned at these continuing measures which have
been changing the physical, geographic and demographic structure of the occupied
territories ever since the Israeli aggression in June 1967. These measures are in
direct violation of the United nations Charter, the Geneva Convention relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 19̂ 9 I/ and the
United Nations resolutions, as well as the basic principles of international law
and are thus jeopardizing any prospects' for just and lasting peace.

We request Your Excellency to take the necessary actions to forestall any
possible serious steps by the occupying authorities and to get the Israeli
authorities to desist from any further measures and actions in the occupied
territories in violation of the principles of international law and of the United
Nations Charter. We would appreciate an early response from Your Excellency
regarding these urgent matters.

We have the honour to request that this letter be circulated as an official
document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.

(Signed) Dr. A. Esmat ABDEL MEGUID
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of the
Arab Republic of Egypt

(Signed) Sherif Abdul Hamid SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

(Signed) Dr. Haissam KELAWI
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of the
Syria,n Arab Republic

!_/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, No. 973, p. 287.
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Excellency, ; • '": . . ''. /; ;•• <•%: ',,:/''. •/'•'.; .'V,';/1' ' "" "'•''̂ >..;l. '':

Upon instructions from our Governments'; we have the /•<
honour to bring to your attention a most urgent situation - >
developing at present in the Arab territories under occupa-
tion since June 1967. '••.'••''•',.',•••'"''

According to confirmed.reports, the Israeli Cabinet is
now considering a proposal for the authorization of Israeli
individuals to purchase land and property in the occupied
territories. Such a decision would obviously be carried out
in the context of Israel's broader policy of pressuring the
Arab inhabitants of the occupied territories to acquiesce in
Israel's continuous steps of settlement and absorption of the./
occupied territories. This policy by the Israeli authorities
has been taking different forms and expressions and has been ;
escalating in scope and intensity. The occupied territories "-/ /
witness at present frantic Israeli measures such as: . : . . :

(a) Large scale expropriation of land and property ' ;
in various parts of the occupied territories, and the forcible ' • •;'
removal of the owners in many of these cases. . - ' .- .-' t'"/ •-;

(b) The establishment of Israeli settlements all over ••;••••-/.';,
the occupied Arab territories and the physical transformation /" ';V;

of the Arab character, of these areas. ' •' '.'"''.'•!>'', : •
• 'i , • . ' ' • ' ' ' . '

(c) The physical annexation of Arab Jerusalem; the. '(; ,•'••'-'
mutilation of its demographic and cultural character and the ' >-r,4:;i

v

violation of ifcs§ religious sanctity. , :< - - • * -"v''./.;i- . • , r . . . , . . ' H ."''•.• "i- '-•
.•v ••' • : • . ' , . .'&•'.*> V. '" •

(d) The transfer c-f1 the refugees in the occupied areas'".-,. .\
frbm their cahlps to hew dwellings constructed for this purpose/f̂ 'j!;."1
arid the gradual taking over Of the functions of UNRWA by -the •/', '•' y.;'/, -̂ '
6ccupying aufhc'irifeifes in ofder to alter the status of these_•/;.<;''/1/'\y
fe'fUgees an§ With that their right of repatriation to their''',••;• if̂ V̂ ;̂
•sriainal homes?* in defiance of successive United Nations •reso*.£-4yf'>$
lutions. ^ ' -• , .^: • f L ylt

•• .t •<&. Z.Xffift> '• • .:v,:*,-.-i«-vi'i
. . . . • , . \i-..,%.r\>-i.f.f;..M• - '.. M".;̂ ;̂: ' . - . . : I'-.V^'-ilsV^
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.-.'•']• • . * • '•':','.;t;.r̂'-!'̂.\

(e) The speedy integration of the economy of the "•'.•' :̂ |
occupied territories, into the economy of Israel for the ,/ ^̂ fv̂
purpose of exploitation and absorption, .. ' •• , •;'. %C;s-^

This general policy is being carried out in the West .,,: „
Bank of Jordan, Gaza, the Golan Heights and,Sinai, while the ; T ,;
Arab city of Jerusalem provides the clearest example of the ,.. ••*..-"
direct Israeli annexationist policy. , ].••.:•

Our Governments are deeply concerned at" these continuing , /
measures which are changing the physical, geographic and ' '
demographic structure of the occupied territories ever since
the Israeli aggression in June, 1967. These measures are in
direct violation of the United Nations Charter, the Geneva
Convention and the United Nations resolutions, as well as
the basic principles of international law and are thus
jeopardizing any prospects for just and lasting peace,

.
We request your Excellency to take the necessary I

actions to forestall any possible serious steps by the
occupying authorities and to get the Israeli authorities to . '•
desist from any further measures and actions in the occu~ : /'
pied territories in violation of the principles of interna-
tional law and of the United Nations Charter. We would
appreciate an early response from your Excellency regarding
these urgent matters. ,

We have the honour to request that this letter be ,;.**! - V ' '
circulated as an official document of the Security Council . ' ••*.;„.'.'•&•••
and the General Assembly. . . J , '\ "'.

Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of our ' ' ..
highest consideration. ^? //j

//#/.
. Dr. A. Esmat $BDEL MEGUJD

Ambassador
Permanent Representative of the

Arab Republic of Egypt

Sherif Abdul Hami^r SHARAF
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan ,

Dr. Haissaar-KELANI . • " ,' •• /''v̂ 1./::̂;
Ambassador ''•;':• . ''̂ >-V"f$̂

Permanent Representative of the v̂ l'fV̂ , ̂
Syrian Arab Republic' ' ' . ,-^ V̂ Sft̂



Meeting held in Secretary-General's office
on Wednesday, 10 January 1973 at k:b5 p.m.

Present: Secretary-General
Ambassador Edouard Ghorra, Lebanon
Mr. Brian Urquhart

Ambassador Ghorra referred to the possibility of the Secretary-

General's visit to the Middle East and extended on behalf of his

Government an open invitation to the Secretary-General to visit Lebanon

at the time of his choice and for as many days as he vould wish.

In this connexion, he drew attention to the plans for a United Nations

Centre in Lebanon, for which his Government had already purchased

the land, and also for the establishment of an Economic Commission

of West Asia.

The Secretary-General thanked Ambassador Ghorra for his C-overnnent { s

invitation. The possibility of his visiting the Middle East would be

decided in the light of further developments and of the possibility of

his doing something useful. As regards the United Nations Centre in

Lebanon, the Secretary-General asked whether it had yet been decided

if the Lebanese Government should contribute to the building costs

in addition to purchasing the land. • (Ambassador Ghorra said that this

question had still not been decided. ) The Secretary-General said that

he was convinced that new efforts must be made to find in 1973 a

settlement to the Middle East problem. He had the impression that

the Americans were determined to try again on the proximity talks and

that they would not object to these taking place under the United

Nations umbrella if this would be helpful. He hoped very much that

new efforts in the Middle East could be made in a spirit of co-operation,

not in competitions

Amb as sador, . . Cjhgrr a agreed with the Secretary-General ' s views . He

stated that he felt that the Rogers plan of 9 December 196"9 must be

liriJced to the pfQxitnity talks on the basis of Resolution 2h2 if the

proximity talks V£r<3 to be acceptable to Egypt.

aid that he hoped in principle that he might

tea ia,ya.B ** vieri-b the Middle Kas't before the Summer, out that his decision

on this matter would depend on developments in the next two r.onths.
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B66 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK. N. Y. 1QO17

TELEPHONE: PL z-Dl3S.fi

PERMANENT MISSION DF THE

HA5HEMITE KINGDOM DF JORDAN

TD THE UNITED NATIONS

FOR IMMEDIATE jEASE
May 15, 1972

PRESS RELEASE

A delegation of religious leaders in Jordan,_
of two top 'iuslim leaders and the heads of the Christian com-
munities, now visiting the United States^ will meet tomorrow
morning May 16 with the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

The delegation is here to express the deep and unanimous
concern of all religious groups in Jordan at the measures
taken "by Israel in Jerusalem to change its status and charac-
ter and to force its annexation into Israel. The delegation
is stressing the principle that the occupying power in
Jerusalem has no legal or moral right to change "by legislative
and administrative measures, nor "by physical action and trans-
fer of population,, the character of the city and its status.
The delegation is expressing the grievance of the various
religious communities against such measures "by the Israeli
occupying authorities which are prejudiced against the long-
established rights of the Muslim and Christian communities
in Jerusalem as well as its civilian inhabitants. It is
calling upon various religious and moral centers of leader-
ship in the world as well as the United Nations to take
action to withhold the active measures taken by the occu-
pying power in Jerusalem which are contrary to the United
Nations Charter and resolutions on Jerusalem. It is also
emphasizing the grave consequences of the continuation of
such measures for the cause of peace, justice and universal
brotherhood in the Middle East and the world.

The delegation is composed of:
H.E. Sheikh Abdullah Ghosheh

H.E. Archbishop Diodoros
H.E. Bishop Ne'mih Sama'an
H.E. Archbishop Saba Youakim

Dr. Abdul Aziz Khayyat

The Most Reverend Aql Aql

- Chief Justice of
.Islamic Courts

- Greek Orthodox Church
- Roman Catholic Church
- Greek Catholic Church
(Melkite)

- Dean of the College of
Islamic Law

- Anglican Church
(Episcopalian)
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POUR LES REFUGIES DE PALESTINE

Cablet CINRWH Palais de I'UHESCO
BEYROUTH

Munir Kreidie
Special Assistant to the Commissioner-

General, UMrfA.

21 March 1972



The Middle East Crisis

Thursday, 16 March :

King Hussein*s Plan

The first reactions to King Hussein's plan were spontaneous
and impulsive as the plan was not discussed and no reference was
made to any of its details. These reactions only dealt with the
causes and motives, and the news broadcast by outside sources was
used as evidence of the probability of the existence of secret
agreements or confidential contacts etc. However these doubting
factions soon gave way not to a positive stand but to a new stand
covered by thinking and waiting. This stand emerged after perusal
of the text of the plan in which no mention what so ever was made
to a settlement with Israel.

This plan draws the attention of the world once more to the
continued Israeli occupation of the Arab territory at a time when
all political, diplomatic, or military activity came to a stand
still. Observers think that the plan, like any plan prepared by
any Arab government should be studied carefully.

Some observers say that, in fact, that whenever the Arab
world is faced by a decisive stand, an important issue or any
project dealing with the situation or confronting the issue, the
immediate Arab reaction takes two contradictory stands. One sees
the subject in its proposed form and within the limits imposed by
this form and the conditions imposed by national requirements and
nationalistic concepts. The other sees within the new revolutionary
framework which is removed from those requirements and concepts to
other slogans with different meanings and viewpoints.

All decisive stands have proved in the past that any meeting
between the stands or parties is nearly impossible for the simple
reason that the second party has a fixed idea and an advance
judgement on any thing made by the first party.

The question today is whether the new step of King Hussein
was agreed upon with Dr. Jarring during his recent visit to
Jordan, Egypt and Israel so that this step "the Palestinian
paragraph" of the Security Council resolution would be the
beginning of the implementation after it was impossible to reach
an agreement on the reopening of the Suez Canal. International
circles are keeping silent on the subject and Arab circles have
become more secretive than in the past. The KingTs plan is made
before the "municipal elections" in the West Bank which are
supervised by Israel and which were since 1967 preceded and
accompanied by talks about the creation of the "Palestinian State".
Also the plan is made at the peak of the operation of revaluation
and change in the conditions of Palestinian Resistance movement
and in a frozen Arab situation of which the Resistance complains
the most. Observers say that the King's plan is like an explosion
in a comprehensive regular and commando cease-fire, and amid an
unprecedented Arab perplexity in relation to the no-war, no-peace
situation. It is a strong, political and fateful explosion on
which and on the consequences thereof nearly everything depends,
especially that the Security Council resolution itself, in ease of
its implementation, would have led the Arabs - and not Jordan
only - to face the Palestine problem and the fate of the Palestinian
entity and people.
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This explosion will return the problem to its beginning
which is the "Palestinian State" and the fate of the Palestinians
together with all the accusations which have accompanied and will
accompany this explosion.

In fact the world has become to view the Middle East crisis
from two angles : the angle of the continuance of the closure of
the Suez Canal and the angle of the problem of the Palestinians.
Unsuccessful attempts for the reopening of the Canal were made,
and it now seems that concentration is being made to start finding
a solution to the problem of the Palestinians or to the two
problems together. Since 1967 the assumed role of the Palestinian
resistance of being the legal representative of the Palestinians
and consequently the "proper debater" on their behalf, has been
the subject of conflict between the King and the Resistance.
King Hussein1s plan may be an attempt concerning the question of
the Palestinian representation at the international settlement
table.

Up to the evening of Thursday, March 16, no Arab government
reaction was made except the one made by Iraq. The Iraqi
Revolutionary Council announced that it condemns the plan "which
aims at creating a rule with Israel". The Iraqi Foreign Minister
called the ambassadors of Egypt, Syria and Libya and discussed
the KingTs plan with them and offered a union with their countries.

The Palestinian Resistance movement did not announce its
official stand but "Fateh" newspaper, organ of the resistance
movement strongly attacked the plan and accused King Hussein of
conspiracy. Resistance organizations were called for an urgent
meeting to study the plan and give their opinion thereon.

Friday, March 17 :

Most Arab governments continue to be silent while the
Palestinian resistance says No to the plan and No to the King
and the Jordanian regime. A spokesman for the Palestine Liberation
Organization issued a statement announcing the rejection of the
plan and of King Hussein. The Palestine Liberation Organization
is preparing a memorandum defining its stand on the plan to be
sent to Arab heads of state.

Jordanian officials follow up Arab and world reactions to
the plan very carefully. No Jordanian reply or comment are
expected before these reactions are complete and studied carefully.
They believe that the picture of the Arab stand will become clear
after the visits to be made by four former prime ministers of
Jordan to Arab capitals carrying letters from King Hussein to
heads of those states explaining the plan.

Algiers is the second Arab state to reject the plan categorically
and describes it as "a new betrayal of Palestine". An Algerian
spokesman says that his government has objective reasons for
suspecting any initiatives made by Amman,



In Kuwait, the Council of Ministers held an emergency
meeting to discuss the plan. The Kuwaiti Government declared
that it is making contacts with other Arab governments and
the Palestine Liberation Organization to coordinate their
attitudes toward the plan.

In Cairo no official reaction was made as yet and observers
say that the Iraqi call for the establishment of an immediate
union with Egypt and Syria will not be welcomed in Cairo.

The Arab press and information media say that the Israeli
rejection of the plan and its attacks thereof is something
agreed upon.

Comments published today are summarized as follows :

The Palestine Liberation Organization in its capacity as
leader of the Resistance has rejected the plan. Its rejection
came as was expected i.e. through recalling the history of the
past sixty years of the Palestine problem outside and within
its relations with the Hashemite rule.

The new Palestinian rejection is the logical and factual
continuation of the Palestinian rejection to all resolutions and
plans which were made since the June war.

The Resistance leadership has rejected the Security Council
resolution and later the Rogers' initiative. Before that the
Palestinian stand was behind the "No peace, no recognition, no
negotiations" in the resolutions of the Khartoum conference.

And as what took place with relation to the Security Council
resolution and the Rogers' initiative is taking place now by
Israel with relation to King Hussein's plan, namely rejection
from the position of occupation which is the position of strength,
and working from the basis that the problem is among the Arabs
themselves or between King Hussein and the Palestinians.

Thus the problem returns to its origin. It is the question
about the Arab attitude toward the conflict between the King and
the Resistance concerning the representative capacity of each
and the practical method of expressing this attitude vis-a-vis
the executive steps which will take place one after the other.

While the King, through his plan, makes himself the
representative of the Palestinians and sends delegations to the
Arab countries on this basis, the Palestine Liberation
Organization statement emphasizes its part that it is the only
legal representative of the Palestinian people.

Thus the Arab states accepting the peaceful settlement find
themselves facing the same problem as in the past, but in
reverse, when King Abdallah annexed the West Bank to his kingdom.

However, the problem is now bigger and different because
Security Council resolution which is the centre of the settlement
contains what some consider and the world community considers to
be the final settlement of the Palestine problem and the Arab
Israeli conflict.



With this context the King's plan came as if it depends
ultimately on the Security Council resolution and consequently
aims at arriving at a peaceful settlement of the conflict,
while the Palestinian resistance carries the slogan of complete
liberation as its aim.

Naturally when there is a political, fateful and national
project the size of King Hussein's plan, the Arab states working
for a peaceful settlement will find themselves facing two
embarrassments. The embarrassment of responding with the
Resistance in the rejection operation and consequences thereof
on the eve of Nixon's visitto Moscow where the Middle East crisis
will be the main topic of the American-Soviet discussions. The
other embarrassment is that of responding with the King and
which will be followed by a clash with Resistance on the fundamentals
of the problem and the factors of the present situation which is
the continuation of the occupation.

Thus the original questions remains as it has always been
between King Hussein and the Resistance, which is the form in
which each of them will face the challenge which has now extended
beyond the Jordanian-Palestinian territory, and outside the logic
of power to include all the Arab world.

The basic challenge will now be however the challenge which
will face the Palestinian movement after King Hussein's step,
namely, the attempt to reconcile the announced ultimate aim which
is complete liberation and the reality of the present stage.

The reality of the present stage for the Resistance has been
and still is the continuation of ensuring the official status
between it and the Arab states whether in relation to the original
activities of the Resistance or in relation to the representative
capacity.

All this will be tied up in the coming stage, which is
a very complicated stage even at the level of the Arab states
themselves, with eventual international, practical and factual
action, concerning the King's plan and the general situation
concerning the Middle East crisis particularly that obscurity
still engulfs the whole operation from which it cannot be emerged
until basie and radical explanations are given by the states
accepting the peaceful settlement.

Saturday, March 18 :

No official statements were issued today by any Arab state
- other than Algiers and Iraq - defining their attitude concerning
King HusseinTs plan.

The press says that Presidents Sadat, Assad and Kazzafi will
issue a statement on King Hussein's plan within two days.
A delegate by President Assad and another by President Kazzafi
arrived in Cairo today.



While the Arab governments take their time in announcing
their attitude towards King Hussein's plan popular organizations
and parties are demanding the rejection of this plan, "Fateh"
organization is calling for a meeting of an Arab summit
conference for the purpose of defining the attitude of the Arab
states toward the King's plan.

King Hussein's envoys are arriving in some Arab countries.
Mr. Talhouny arrived in Cairo and will meet President Sadat to
deliver King Hussein's letter. The acceptance by certain
former prime ministers in Jordan - some of whom were known to
be pro-Palestinian - to carry out efforts for the realization
of the King's plan indicates that a change has taken place in
the equation of political powers in Jordan.

Observers say that the Arab reaction to King Hussein's
plan is less than the dimensions of this plan. The plan
summarizes in a few moments the subject of a twenty five-year
conflict. This plan made King Hussein emerge from the isolation
imposed on him by the majority of the Arab regimes. Yet at the
same time the plan carried Hussein from the circle of isolation
to the circle of accusation. It is expected that the Arab
rulers who agree with the plan will practically enter the
"circle of accusation", and thus the problem will assume a new
aspect, or King Hussein will return to his palace deeply affected
because the Arabs did not respond with him and regreting that
he has made this adventure.

Palestinians' circles are of the opinion that the King's
plan has an aspect of vengeance because he behaved like a guardian
over the Palestinian people. By this he wants to average the past
period during which the commandoes behaved in a similar manner
in Jordan and made themselves guardians over Hussein's kingdom.

These circles think that the King in his plan makes the
Jordanian minority rule the Palestinian majority. They think
that the King has taken action on his own, has decided on his
own and announced what he wanted while he should have consulted
the other basic party which is the Palestinian resistance, the
legal representative of the Palestinian people.

However, observers think that King Hussein timed the
announcement of his plan very intelligently. His announcement
was made a few days after Syria accepted the Security Council
resolution, and thus the last citadel against the political
settlement has fallen.

Internationally King Hussein's plan will be met with
acceptance which will overcome the implied Arab rejection and
public Palestinian rejection. Will this make the plan succeed?
This is the question.



Press Comments :

The Palestinian people look at the Resistance and expect
something from it. The Resistance looks at the Arab states
and expect something from them. The Arab states look at each
other and in particular at the states directly concerned with
the conflict and whose territory is occupied and expect some-
thing.

The Arab states look at the world community and expect
something therefrom.

It has become an international fact that it is difficult
to expect an effective international action unless a radical
change takes place in the conduct of the parties directly
concerned and the Palestinians, the confrontation states and
the Arabs in general.

The real conduct of the Palestinians and Arab side shall
become decisive and positive if those responsible for this
conduct start' from two basic facts : (l) The present situation
cannot be controlled in the present manner for ever. (2) There
are international factors the Arab and Palestinian side should
take into consideration, foremost of which are the forthcoming
American-Soviet talks.

The French President commented on King Hussein's plan in
a cabinet meeting by saying the conflict in the Middle East
appears to have no end and that no solutions appear in the
horizon. Also France's attitude remains unchanged though it
finds itself at present compelled to accept the fact that it
talks but no one hears or replies.

When a plan like King Hussein's is launched outside observers
cannot but make the same comment as the French President namely
the continuation of the present situation leads from time to time
to initiatives by this side or the other, and King Hussein's plan
is o ne of such initiatives. It is difficult to assess it or
estimate its dimensions and details without reverting to the
declaration of the Palestinian reality whieh President Pompidou
considered something to be recorded and forms part of the final
settlement ... which does not appear in the horizon.

This French view - and outside view in general except the
American - Soviet view - is a result of more than 4^ years of
the Arabs not behaving at the level and size of the conflict
and the local and regional complications as well as the
international implications related to the comprehensive inter-
national strategies of the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union which
the time factor may add to it.

Israel has immediately after the June war worked on a basis
which has not changed namely keeping the situation as it was at
the cease-fire and not to move from that situation except to
something where it has leading role in controlling its bases and
conditions, which is the imposed peace which the Arab will have
no power or authority to reverse.

..A
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The imposed peace and the present situation appear that they
are not facing a change in the Arab side so that any international
talks like the American-Soviet talks be able to take into account
something other than the logic of power which the Arab situation
does not give it any initiative with any effect.

Tne hesitant conduct of the Arabs at present has been felt
by the Palestinian resistance more than any one else and in
particular by "Fateh" movement. The decision of the "Revolutionary
Conference" held by the movement for preparing a clear and detailed
working plan to be submitted to the Palestinian Congress to be
held in Cairo on April 6 is the practical expression of the general
feeling for the need for any step which will include a decisive
comprehension of the current developments and its probable
consequences.

Yet there remains the fundamental point which is the
obscurity of the Arab attitudes which have been and will remain
in the original picture in which the situation appears within
the region and outside it.

Monday, March 20 :

At the end of the week, and as was expected the Tripartite
Federation announced its rejection of King Hussein's plan. Despite
this the four former prime Ministers continue their visits as
announced. President Sadat received the King's envoy, and so did
President Assad. It is not easy to foretell the result of these
meetings at the time when five Arab states have rejected the
King's plan.

In fact King Hussein's plan created a great clamour
fluctuating between welcoming and rejection. This clamour was
not confined to the region but was extended to the international
field.

Several questions marks appear today :

1 - Is it true that King Hussein's plan was aimed at foiling the
project of a Palestinian Exile government which aims at
talking on behalf of "all" the Palestinians and outstripping
Amman from this right? Or has the exile government project
appeared after King's plan in order to foil it?

2 ~ Will the plan announced by the King nullify even the
external appearance of the legality of the municipal
elections scheduled to take place at the end of this month
in the West Bank and Gaza? Will the plan give the
Palestinians in the occupied territory a new constitutional
state with Amman?

3 - Is the plan a par.t of a settlement of the Middle East crisis
aiming at solving the problem of the Palestinian people in
a Palestinian entity united with Jordan, or is it a separate
project and consequently premature?
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In brief the Arab states were not surprised with the press
conference held by King Hussein last week, as the King had sent
memoranda to all the Arab states on his new plan after it was
passed by the People's Assembly.

Also after the announcement of the plan not all the Arab
stateshastened to express their opinion officially with the
exception of Iraq and Algiers. Iraq rejected the plan and
called for an Iraqi-Syrian-Egyptian union. Algiers takes a
negative attitude concerning any Jordanian initiative since it
severed its diplomatic relations with Amman after the September
1970 incidents. The bit question today is .. what do the
Palestinians want?


